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Disclaimer
The Northern Territory Electricity Outlook Report (NTEOR) is prepared using information 
sourced from participants of the electricity supply industry, Northern Territory Government 
agencies, consultant reports and publicly available information. The NTEOR is in respect of 
the financial year ending 30 June 2019. The Utilities Commission of the Northern Territory 
(commission) understands the information received to be current as at January 2020. 

The NTEOR contains analysis and statements based on the commission and Australian Energy 
Market Operator’s interpretation of data provided by Territory electricity industry participants. 
Where possible, to enable comparison with other jurisdictions, the commission has sought 
to align its reporting of data with the other Australian jurisdictions. However, there are some 
differences, therefore any comparisons should only be considered indicative.

Any person using the information in the NTEOR should independently verify the accuracy, 
completeness, reliability and suitability of the information and source data. The commission 
accepts no liability (including liability to any person by reason of negligence) for any use of the 
information in the NTEOR or for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising by reason 
of any error, negligent act, omission or misrepresentation in the information in this review or 
otherwise.

Any questions regarding this report should be directed to the Utilities Commission  
utilities.commission@nt.gov.au or by phone 08 8999 5480. 
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About this report

1 Energy consumption is total underlying consumption in a year; maximum and minimum demand is the highest and lowest level of 
electricity supplied by the system in a half-hour period.

Since 2001, the commission has published an annual Power System Review (PSR) as a single 
document providing a review of past and current generation, network and retail performance, 
forecasts of system demand and supply reliability, and an assessment of the adequacy of the 
fuel supply. 

Following publication of the 2016-17 PSR, the commission undertook a stakeholder survey to 
gauge its usability and usefulness. Accordingly, to improve the commission’s annual reporting, 
the PSR was split into three separate publications, namely:

 • Northern Territory Electricity Retail Review 

 • Northern Territory Electricity Outlook Report (NTEOR, this report)

 • Northern Territory Power System Performance Review.

The NTEOR focuses on the system demand and supply reliability outlook for the regulated 
power systems, and an assessment of the adequacy of the fuel supply.

Unlike the 2017-18 NTEOR, which included a 50 per cent renewables by 2030 (RE50%) 
scenario, this report focuses on a single business-as-usual (base) scenario in relation to system 
demand and supply reliability over a 2019-20 to 2028-29 forecast period. 

The base scenario assumes expected growth in electricity energy consumption and maximum 
demand, expected uptake of distributed residential and commercial PV based on continuation of 
current trends, and existing and currently committed new large-scale solar PV generation.

The report’s main purpose is to inform the Minister for Renewables, Energy and Essential 
Services (as regulatory minister), government, licence holders and stakeholders of forecast 
prospective trends in system demand and supply reliability, and fuel supply to identify areas of 
concern, inform planning decisions and facilitate investment where necessary. 

In general, regular reporting on the electricity supply industry should help improve understanding 
and transparency of issues and, consequently, improve planning, investment, understanding 
of value for money (price compared to level of service) and general performance by holding 
electricity businesses accountable for their performance and impacts on customers.

This report was produced predominantly by the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) 
on behalf of and with the assistance of the commission. Specifically, AEMO produced chapters 
one to three that cover system demand and supply reliability in the regulated power systems. 
Accordingly, the commission supports the analysis, conclusions and recommendations made on 
its behalf by AEMO. 

This outlook does not take into account the impacts the coronavirus (COVID-19) may have on 
electricity consumption or maximum and minimum demand forecasts1. This situation is rapidly 
evolving and at the time of writing, the consequences are uncertain but COVID-19 is expected 
to lower both consumption and demand in the short to medium term.

The 2018-19 NTEOR is prepared by the commission in accordance with section 45 of the 
Electricity Reform Act 2000. The report is restricted to the Northern Territory’s regulated power 
systems, namely Darwin-Katherine, Alice Springs and Tennant Creek.
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Key findings and recommendations 

2 Initiative 1b, Northern Territory Renewable Energy and Electricity Market Reform Implementation Plan 2018-2020, https://
roadmaptorenewables.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/579463/Solar-Imp-Plan_WEB.pdf, viewed 3 June 2020.

The electricity industry in the Territory, like elsewhere in Australia, is experiencing a rapid 
transformation, primarily driven by large growth in distributed solar PV systems on residential 
and commercial premises. This transformation is a key feature of any potential future.

Unlike the commission’s 2017-18 NTEOR, which assessed both a business-as-usual scenario 
(base) and a 50 per cent renewable energy by 2030 scenario in relation to system demand and 
supply reliability, this report focuses on the base scenario only, for a number of reasons. 

Firstly, the commission with AEMO found during initial modelling of an updated RE50% 
scenario, to more closely align to the government’s renewable energy target than in previous 
years, it was extremely challenging (if not unrealistic) for the Territory to source 50 per cent of its 
electricity consumption in the three regulated systems from renewable energy sources relying 
on solar PV and battery storage alone. In short, the initial modelling showed for each percentage 
step increase in renewable energy consumed, it was exponentially more challenging to achieve in 
terms of the amount of installed capacity required and subsequent costs of large-scale solar PV 
and or battery storage, noting the modelling did not take economic considerations into account. 

The challenge arises from having a limited window during the day in which to capture and store 
enough renewable energy to meet 50 per cent of consumption. During the middle of the day at 
peak solar PV production, there becomes a point when there is not enough system demand to 
allow more renewable energy to be consumed. During these periods, excess renewable energy 
would need to be stored for later use or demand increased, otherwise this excess energy will be 
curtailed. Further, outside peak solar PV production during mid-morning and late afternoon, the 
law of diminishing returns limits the benefits of increasing solar PV installed capacity as a way of 
increasing renewable energy consumption. 

This does not suggest the government’s 50 per cent renewable energy by 2030 target is 
unachievable, however compared to other jurisdictions that benefit from a mix of renewable 
energy sources, large-scale hydro storage and the support of interconnectors with other regions, 
achieving the target is more challenging in the Territory and thus the solution is potentially more 
complex and expensive. 

Specifically, to achieve the target without compromising the reliability and quality of electricity 
supply, the Territory’s power systems will likely require a mix of other technologies, such as but 
not limited to, synchronous condensers, solar forecasting, new fast-start thermal generation and 
or demand-side management, which are beyond the scope of the modelling in this report. 

The commission notes that detailed investigations to provide advice on the optimum pathway, 
asset mix and system upgrades required for the integration of renewable energy to achieve the 
target is already being undertaken by government as it is an action in the Northern Territory 
Renewable Energy and Electricity Market Reform Implementation Plan 2018-2020.2

Secondly, based on feedback from the 2017-18 NTEOR, where stakeholders appeared to focus 
on the assessment of the RE50% scenario, the commission considers it more of a priority to 
assess and explore in more detail the base case, including the challenges that will arise from the 
ongoing transformation, that is the business-as-usual scenario, which assumes the continuation 
of current trends, and existing and currently committed new large-scale solar PV.

https://roadmaptorenewables.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/579463/Solar-Imp-Plan_WEB.pdf
https://roadmaptorenewables.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/579463/Solar-Imp-Plan_WEB.pdf
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Through assessing the base scenario, the commission has identified a number of issues 
that, based on current trends and regardless of the government’s renewable energy target, 
require immediate consideration and action by government and licensees. These are 
Territory Generation’s planned retirement of significant thermal generation capacity in the 
Darwin-Katherine power system and the timing of planned generation outages, particularly by 
Territory Generation in the Alice Springs power system. These issues, among other important 
observations and recommendations, are discussed below in more detail. 

Darwin‑Katherine generation capacity shortfall
The generation adequacy assessment in this report investigates whether new large-scale 
generation and or storage is required to deliver the level of reliability comparable to the reliability 
standard in the National Electricity Market (NEM), which the commission has adopted in the 
absence of a formal reliability standard in the Territory. The reliability standard target is the 
maximum expected unserved energy (USE)3 should not exceed 0.002 per cent of total energy 
demand in a given year4.

While in general, USE for all three regulated power systems is forecast to meet the assumed 
reliability standard across the forecast period, in the Darwin-Katherine power system the 
assumed reliability standard is expected to be significantly exceeded from 2026-27 (shown 
in Figure 1, noting the last two bars of the forecast period have a secondary axis due to the 
magnitude of the forecast USE). This is due to Territory Generation’s planned retirement of five 
large generators at the Channel Island power station, noting the expected sharp rise in USE also 
increases the frequency of periods in which system security reserve requirements are unable to 
be met.

Figure 1: Generation capacity reliability in the Darwin-Katherine power system under the 
base scenario

3 USE is energy that cannot be supplied to consumers, resulting in involuntary load shedding (loss of customer supply), as a result 
of insufficient levels of generation capacity, demand response or network capability, to meet demand. ‘Expected’ refers to the 
mathematical definition of the word, which describes the weighted-average USE outcome.

4 In the NEM this covers the interconnected electricity network (that is, excluding off-grid and islanded systems) in Queensland, 
New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania. Note that on 20 March 2020 the Energy Security Board (ESB) 
announced interim reliability measures related to an out-of-market capacity reserve and an adjustment to the Retailer Reliability 
Obligation triggers. Both measures will be based on AEMO’s forecast exceeding 0.0006% of total energy demanded. For the 
purpose of this report the existing 0.002% standard is used for comparison. 
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This assessment signals a need for additional new generation, demand response, and or storage 
to be in place in the Darwin-Katherine power system by 2026-27, to maintain acceptable 
levels of reliability, noting the thermal generation retirements are also expected to reduce 
the power system’s ability to meet its inertia requirement during low demand periods. This 
may impair the power system’s frequency control, in particular the ability to keep the rate of 
change of frequency (RoCoF) low enough to allow sufficient time for the system to respond to a 
contingency event to prevent the risk of system blackouts.

Considering the time required to carefully investigate, procure, construct, test and commission 
a solution or solutions, and the generation capacity shortfall is forecast to start occurring from 
2026-27, the commission recommends the time to commence this process is now. This process 
should include, among other things, consideration of learnings from the recent major changes in 
the Alice Springs and Tennant Creek power systems and rigorous due diligence, noting the costs 
are likely to be borne by electricity consumers and or Territory taxpayers, and any solution may 
be relied upon for at least the next couple of decades. 

Planned maintenance scheduling in Alice Springs
The commission notes that while the assumed reliability standard is otherwise met in the three 
regulated power systems, some risk of load shedding continues to be present. While some risk 
is considered inevitable, the commission’s assessment found that in the Alice Springs power 
system in particular, the risk of load shedding could be significantly reduced by optimising the 
maintenance scheduling of Territory Generation’s Owen Springs power station. 

Based on the information provided by Territory Generation, the Alice Springs power system 
is expected to have minimal USE in the first year of the forecast period due to the delayed 
retirement of the Ron Goodin power station and the addition of new capacity at the 
Owen Springs power station. However, after the expected retirement of the Ron Goodin power 
station in July 2021, expected USE is forecast to increase and be volatile from year to year, 
primarily influenced by the scheduling of maintenance outages. AEMO’s modelling shows that if 
these outages could be rescheduled to periods where there is a higher surplus of capacity, the 
forecast USE in the Alice Springs power system would remain low, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Generation capacity reliability in the Alice Springs power system under the base scenario
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Consistent with recommendations made in the commission’s 2018-19 Northern Territory Power 
System Performance Review and previous reviews, the commission considers this highlights 
the importance of coordination between licensees, in this case between Power and Water 
Corporation (PWC) System Control and Territory Generation, to ensure assets are utilised to 
their full potential while minimising the risk of impacting Territory electricity customers.

Renewable energy consumption
Based on existing uptake rates of residential and commercial solar PV installations and 
committed large-scale solar PV projects only, solar PV generation is forecast to increase 
over time to meet 19 per cent of underlying consumption (total consumption at consumers’ 
power points) by 2028-29 in Darwin Katherine, 12 per cent in Alice Springs and 2 per cent in 
Tennant Creek. Overall across the three regulated power systems, this equates to a forecast 
increase from 5 per cent of underlying consumption from renewable energy in 2018-19 to 
18 per cent in 2028-29. 

In the Alice Springs power system, the requirement to maintain synchronous generation 
online (at additional cost) to maintain sufficient inertia, and the growth in residential and 
commercial solar PV penetration is forecast to result in increasing levels of curtailment of 
large-scale solar PV, reaching 6 per cent of annual large-scale solar PV generation towards the 
end of the forecast period. However, investment in energy storage or additional inertia (such 
as synchronous condensers) could lower the curtailment, though additional benefits may be 
needed for such solutions to be cost effective.

Key demand and supply findings under the base scenario and for fuel supply for non-renewable 
generation are summarised below. More detailed information on each power system and fuel 
supply is provided within the report’s chapters and associated appendices, including the scenario 
modelling methodology and assumptions.

Darwin‑Katherine
Demand

 • Annual energy consumption from the system in 2018-19 was 2.9 per cent lower than in 
2017-18. 

 • Annual energy consumption from the system in 2019-20 is forecast to drop another 
1.9 per cent (29.80 gigawatt hours (GWh)) compared to 2018-19, as INPEX infrastructure 
completes its disconnection from the power system and ongoing installations of residential 
and commercial solar PV occur. System consumption is then forecast to gradually increase 
over the remainder of the forecast period, in line with population projections.

 • Maximum system demand is forecast to decline in 2019-20 due to INPEX infrastructure 
disconnecting from the system, and then increase after 2020-21. 

 • Maximum system demand currently occurs between 15:00 and 16:00 in the wet season and 
is forecast to occur between 18:00 and 19:00 in the wet season by the end of the forecast 
period (2028-29), as increasing residential and commercial solar PV generation meets more 
demand at earlier times in the day.

 • Minimum system demand is currently just under 100 megawatts (MW) and forecast to 
decline to below 60 MW by 2028-29. 

 • Minimum system demand currently occurs in the early morning, usually between 02:00 and 
04:00 in the dry season. With the increasing uptake of residential and commercial solar PV, it 
is expected to shift during the forecast period to between 12:00 and 13:00.  
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Supply
 • The Darwin-Katherine power system’s expected USE is less than 0.002 per cent of annual 

consumption from 2019-20 to 2025-26.

 • From 2026-27, there is a very high level of forecast USE, and forecast system security 
reserve shortages, mainly due to significant thermal generator retirements after December 
2026. This assessment signals that additional new generation, demand response and or 
storage will be required to offset the impact of these retirements to maintain the current 
level of reliability.

 • Renewable energy curtailment also increases due to the retirement of units with high inertial 
response, although this could be mitigated by replacing these retired units with new high 
inertia units or other technologies such as synchronous condensers.

Alice Springs
Demand

 • Annual energy consumption from the system in 2018-19 was 3.1 per cent higher than in 
2017-18.

 • Annual energy consumption from the system is initially forecast to decline due to increasing 
installed residential and commercial solar PV capacity and subdued population growth. 
However, there is a large forecast increase in 2021-22, up 17.1 per cent, largely due to the 
Pine Gap facility connecting to the power system. Annual energy consumption from the 
system is then forecast to gradually increase due to expected population growth.

 • Maximum system demand growth is forecast to be flat initially, and then sharply increase 
in 2021-22 when the Pine Gap facility connects to the system. A slow increase is then 
expected over the rest of the forecast period in line with the energy forecast.

 • Maximum system demand in summer has usually occurred in the late afternoon between 
15:00 and 16:30, and in winter usually in the morning, around 07:00. Throughout the 
forecast period, the time of day when maximum system demand occurs is forecast to remain 
similar to the historical records.

 • Minimum system demand is forecast to slightly decrease in the first year of the forecast 
period and then sharply increase in 2021-22 when the Pine Gap facility connects to the 
power system. A slow decrease is then expected for the rest of the forecast period due to 
increasing installed residential solar PV capacity. 

 • Minimum system demand over the last four years has occurred around midday in the 
shoulder season, usually in either May or September, and the timing of minimum system 
demand is forecast to continue to occur at this time. 

Supply
 • The timing of known planned outages in periods of low reserve is forecast to raise expected 

USE levels in 2023-24 and 2028-29, and to affect the power system’s ability to meet 
reserves requirements.

 • If planned outages at times of low reserve were rescheduled, expected USE in the 
Alice Springs power system would remain below the commission’s target of 0.002 per cent 
of annual consumption in all years, despite the supply-demand balance becoming tighter 
after the expected decommissioning the Ron Goodin power station in July 2021. Having the 
maintenance schedule fully optimised will be fundamental in reducing the risk of USE. 
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 • The inertia requirement is forecast to be met throughout the forecast period, except at times 
when a planned or unplanned outage is forecast at the Owen Springs power station. 

 • Curtailment of large-scale solar PV is forecast to increase over the forecast period, due to 
increasing distributed residential and commercial solar PV reducing system demand at times 
when minimum synchronous generation must be online to meet system security inertia 
requirements. 

Tennant Creek
Demand

 • Annual energy consumption from the system in 2018-19 was 9.2 per cent higher than in 
2017-18.

 • Annual energy consumption from the system is forecast to gradually increase throughout the 
forecast period, at an average annual growth rate of 0.4 per cent.

 • Maximum system demand is forecast to increase in 2020-21, due to Northern Gas Pipeline 
(NGP) operations, and then to decline moderately for the rest of the forecast period. 
Maximum system demand is forecast to continue occurring between 14:30 and 15:30. 

 • Minimum system demand is forecast to be flat over the forecast period. 

 • The time of minimum system demand has occurred overnight in the shoulder season (in either 
May or September) over the last four years, however the future time of day occurrence is 
forecast to be highly variable such that minimums may occur between overnight periods and 
midday. 

 • Forecast growth in residential and commercial solar PV is not yet projected to consistently 
reduce minimum system demand or permanently shift it to the middle of the day in 
Tennant Creek, as it is forecast to do in other power systems. 

Supply
 • The forecast indicates there will be sufficient capacity to meet the commission’s adopted 

reliability standard and reserve requirements.

 • No USE or reserve shortage is forecast for the Tennant Creek power system.

Fuel supply
 • PWC has contracted sufficient daily and annual gas supply to satisfy its electricity generation 

customers’ requirements over the next 10 years. This includes Territory Generation, which 
has the majority of the gas-fired generation capacity in the Territory.

 • PWC’s domestic back-up supply agreement with Darwin liquefied natural gas (LNG) in 
2018-19 formed the basis of N-1 supply redundancy for the Territory for around two months 
(depending on seasonal load limits) in the event of a full loss of supply from Eni Australia 
Limited’s (Eni) Blacktip gas field (subject to periods of potential interruption in Darwin LNG 
back-up supply).

 • The commencement of the PWC and INPEX LNG domestic emergency back-up supply 
arrangement has increased the Territory’s northern region gas supply redundancy to N-2 
for around four months (depending on seasonal load demands) in the event of full loss of 
supply from Eni’s Blacktip gas field (subject to periods of potential interruption in INPEX LNG 
back-up supply). 
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 • With the arrangement between PWC and Darwin LNG expected to expire in 2022, security 
of supply in the northern region of the Territory will reduce back to an N-1 unless the life of 
the Darwin LNG plant is extended and the current arrangement is renewed or extended. 

 • PWC would need to enter into new arrangements with the new owners of the Darwin LNG 
facility for future emergency gas supply to coincide with the development of the Barossa gas 
field, noting at the time of writing this report, the project is on hold.

 • A sustained and full loss of Blacktip gas production for longer than three or four months 
would lead to Territory electricity generation being primarily dependant on diesel, which 
could lead to rolling blackouts, if demand exceeds diesel-fired power generation capacity and 
or gas demand exceeds the limits available from either or both INPEX and Darwin LNG.
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1| Darwin‑Katherine

This chapter focuses on the system demand and supply reliability outlook for the 
Darwin-Katherine power system over a 10-year outlook and considers:

 • annual and average consumption, maximum and minimum demand, system and underlying 
daily load profile and demand at the substation level 

 • generation capacity reliability, system security reserves and renewable energy curtailment.

The outlook assumes continuation of expected growth in electricity energy consumption, 
maximum demand and uptake of distributed residential and commercial solar PV, and includes 
existing and currently committed new large-scale solar PV capacity.

Demand
Annual and average consumption

Current levels
In 2018-19, the total annual energy consumption from the Darwin-Katherine power system was 
1573 GWh. This was 2.9 per cent lower than system consumption in 2017-18 and 4.1 per cent 
lower than in 2016-17. The reduction in system consumption is mainly due to INPEX 
infrastructure disconnecting from the system and the continued growth in distributed residential 
and commercial solar PV uptake.

Daily average energy consumption from the system in 2018-19 was 4.3 GWh, and daily 
maximum and minimum system consumption was 5.5 GWh and 2.8 GWh, respectively. Figure 3 
shows daily average energy consumption from the system in different months over the last 
three financial years. The modest month-to-month variability of consumption from the system 
indicates the Darwin-Katherine power system does not have a pronounced seasonal variability 
(compared to the Alice Springs power system, for example), although more pronounced seasonal 
differences may be emerging as more distributed residential and commercial solar PV is installed.

Figure 3: Average daily energy consumption from the Darwin-Katherine power system in 
different months, 2016-17 to 2018-19
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Forecasts
Figure 4 shows annual energy consumption from the system is forecast to decline until 
2020-21, due to weak population growth combined with increasing penetration of distributed 
residential and commercial solar PV generation and the disconnection of remaining INPEX 
infrastructure. From 2020-21, annual system consumption is forecast to increase, driven by 
projected population growth (see Table 1 for details on population growth assumptions) and a 
forecast slowing in the uptake of distributed residential and commercial solar PV generation. 
Additionally, a stronger model coefficient linking population to consumption has contributed to 
the forecast growth in system consumption.

Figure 4: Historical and forecast annual energy consumption from the Darwin-Katherine power 
system, 2013-14 to 2028-29 

The installed solar PV capacity of residential and commercial systems is forecast to increase 
over the coming 10 years (although at a slower rate from 2021-22, after some existing policy 
incentives are removed), as shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. As of June 2019, combined 
residential and commercial installed solar PV capacity totalled 59 MW. By 2028-29, this is 
forecast to grow to 148 MW.

Figure 5: Historical and forecast residential PV installed capacity, Darwin-Katherine, 2015-16 to 
2028-29
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Figure 6: Historical and forecast commercial PV installed capacity, Darwin-Katherine, 2015-16 to 
2028-29

Figure 7 shows large-scale solar PV installed capacity over historical and forecast periods.

As discussed in Appendix A Methodology and assumptions, the only large-scale solar PV projects 
included in the modelling of the supply side (from the system) for this report were those with 
executed generation licences and connection agreements with PWC. Therefore, forecast 
large-scale solar PV generation is considered conservative, noting the commission is aware of a 
significant number of enquiries with PWC for connections.

Figure 7: Historical and forecast large-scale PV installed capacity, Darwin-Katherine, 2017-18 to 
2028-29

Further information on solar PV forecast assumptions is included in Appendix A Methodology 
and assumptions.

Figure 8 shows the energy consumption forecast to be met by different generation types. In 
2028-29, the combined generation from residential, commercial and large-scale solar PV is 
forecast to meet 19 per cent of underlying consumption. 
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However, the figure does not show the large-scale solar PV that would be curtailed due to periods 
where supply exceeds demand. This curtailed energy would need to be stored, using technology 
such as batteries, for later use or demand shifted (demand management) in order to displace 
further dispatchable thermal generation, to achieve a higher percentage of energy consumed from 
renewable energy. Renewable energy curtailment is discussed later in this chapter. 

Figure 8: Historical and forecast energy consumption met by generation types, 
Darwin-Katherine, 2015-16 to 2028-29

Maximum demand
Historically, maximum system demand in the Darwin-Katherine power system has occurred in 
the afternoon during the wet season, driven by cooling load (air conditioners). 

In the forecast period of this report, the forecast increase in installed residential and commercial 
solar PV capacity is expected to shift the time of maximum system demand from being typically 
mid-afternoon (15:00 to 16:00) to late afternoon (16:00 to 17:00) in the first part of the 
forecast period (to 2022-23), and into evening (18:00 to 19:00) for the rest of the forecast 
period, as increasing residential and commercial solar PV generation offsets system demand at 
earlier times during the day.

Figure 9 shows historical and forecast maximum system demand for different POEs (point of 
exceedance). The forecasts show a slight decline in maximum system demand by the end of 
2020-21, as INPEX infrastructure continues to disconnect from the system. After 2020-21, 
maximum system demand POE50 forecasts grow moderately at an average rate of 0.76 per cent 
per annum. 
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Figure 9: Historical and forecast maximum system demand, Darwin-Katherine, wet season

Minimum demand
Historically, minimum system demand in the Darwin-Katherine power system has occurred 
in the early morning, usually between 02:00 and 04:00 during the dry season. The forecast 
increase in installed residential and commercial solar PV capacity is expected to shift the time 
of minimum system demand from early morning to the middle of the day in the near term. 
Minimum system demand is forecast to continue occurring during the dry season.

Figure 10 shows the historical and forecast minimum system demand during the dry season for 
different POEs. The forecast decline over the forecast period is due to the projected growth 
of installed distributed residential and commercial solar PV capacity. The starting point of 
the forecast reflects current solar PV growth and the disconnection of the remaining INPEX 
infrastructure. The decline of minimum system demand is similar across all POEs, with average 
rates for POE50 being 4.11 per cent over the forecast period.

Figure 10: Historical and forecast minimum system demand, Darwin-Katherine, dry season, 
2013-14 to 2028-29
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System and underlying daily load profile
Figure 11 shows typical daily load profiles under maximum (wet season) and minimum (dry 
season) demand conditions for the Darwin-Katherine power system for 2018-19. The maximum 
demand profile represents the average of the 10 uppermost demand values in the wet season, 
whereas the minimum demand profile represents the average of the 10 lowermost demand 
values in the dry season. Underlying demand is plotted relative to system demand, with the 
difference being distributed residential and commercial solar PV generation, which decreases 
system demand during the day in both seasons although the impact is proportionally greater 
during dry season minimum demand conditions.

Figure 11: Daily load profile, Darwin-Katherine, wet and dry seasons, 2018-19

Demand at the substation level
Figure 12 shows the growth rates of the non-coincident wet season forecasts for zone 
substations in the Darwin-Katherine power system. Wishart Modular substation is forecast to 
have the highest average growth (24.9 per cent per annum) and Hudson Creek substation the 
largest forecast decline (averaging -1.4 per cent decline each year). 

The following substations have a forecast annual average growth rate of higher than 2 per cent, 
with the following drivers of growth:

 • Wishart Modular – due to the development of the transportation industry precinct, 
College Road, and Northcrest stages 4A to 9B. The percentage growth is particularly 
significant due to the substation having a low starting point. 

 • Humpty Doo – due to the Barramundi Farm development stages 1 to 4 between 2020 
and 2023.

 • Weddell – due to the Kittyhawk estate development at the Middle Arm industrial precinct and 
Darwin LNG backfill project at Wickham Point (this project was postponed on 23 March 2000 
following low LNG prices and demand, however forecasts were already finalised by this date)5.

 • Berrimah – due to the development of Amart, Northcrest subdivision stage 1 to 4A, and 
College Road. 

 • Katherine – due to Katherine Hospital and the RAAF Tindal upgrade. 

5 Santos announced intention to defer the final investment decision on the Barossa project, which would backfill Darwin LNG. 
https://www.santos.com/news/santos-covid-19-response-and-business-update/ 23 March, 2020.
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 • Manton – due to a PWC-advised potential increase in Darwin River Dam load. 

 • Darwin – due to Larrakeyah Barracks redevelopment stages 1 to 5 between 2020 and 2024, 
as well as other new developments including a new luxury hotel and office building. 

 • Palmerston – due to the Gateway Shopping Centre and multiple subdivisions expected to be 
completed in 2025, including Maluka Views subdivision in the Palmerston suburb of Gunn 
and Mander Road development in Holtze.

Figure 12: Darwin-Katherine zone substation forecast average annual growth rate (wet season, 
POE10, 2019-20 to 2028-29)

Supply

Generation capacity reliability
Unserved energy is a generation capacity reliability assessment used by the electricity supply 
industry and the commission to, in simple terms, determine whether installed generation 
capacity (including an allocation for potential outages) is insufficient to meet customer demand, 
with the commission’s target of 0.002 per cent being the same as that used in the NEM 
(adopted in the absence of a formal Territory target).

Expected USE in the Darwin-Katherine power system is forecast to be relatively low and stable 
in the initial years of the forecast period, and then starts to increase significantly after the 
planned decommissioning of a number of generating units at the Channel Island and Katherine 
power stations (see Table 4). In the final year of the forecast period, expected USE is forecast to 
exceed 1.2 per cent of annual consumption. Detailed USE forecasts are included in Appendix B 
Supply details.

Figure 13 shows the year-by-year USE results, noting to scale the results within the graph, the 
bars of the last two years of the forecast period have a secondary axis. 

The USE observed in the forecast period is higher than was forecast in the 2017-18 NTEOR, 
due to a general increase in unplanned outage rates for the larger generating units in the 
Darwin-Katherine power system (see Table 11).
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Further, Figure 13 shows the amount of USE forecast to occur due to known planned outages 
that could be avoided (green sections of the bars) if these outages were able to be re-scheduled 
to avoid times when the supply-demand balance is forecast to be tight. This is a significant 
amount of USE, most noticeably in the first and last three years of the forecast period. The blue 
sections of the bars in this figure show the lower levels of USE that would be forecast if planned 
outages were timed for periods of the year with higher surplus capacity.

Figure 13: Forecast reliability, Darwin-Katherine, 2019-20 to 2028-29

As discussed above, the main cause for the forecast increase in expected USE in the 
Darwin-Katherine power system is the significant lack of surplus generation capacity after the 
planned retirement of generating units at the Channel Island and Katherine power stations from 
2026-27. 

Figure 14 shows the sudden reduction of dispatchable thermal generation capacity from 
2026-27 against the ‘as generated’ summer maximum demand forecasts6. This graph does not 
account for the contribution from non-thermal sources of generation, such as the large-scale 
solar PV power stations listed in Table 6.

6 The measure of maximum demand provided in this figure is different to that provided in the Maximum demand section of this 
chapter as it includes auxiliary load. This is so a direct comparison can be made against the total as-generated capacity of the 
dispatchable thermal generation.
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Figure 14: Forecast summer dispatchable thermal capacity and ‘as generated’ maximum demand 
(POE10), Darwin-Katherine, 2019-20 to 2028-29

System security reserves
AEMO modelled three operational system security requirements, namely regulating reserve, 
spinning reserve, and an inertia requirement (see Appendix A Methodology and assumptions for 
more information about system security assumptions). 

The shortfall in system security reserve requirements matches the trend in USE outcomes 
shown in Figure 13. While relatively low and stable in the initial years of the forecast period, the 
forecast lack of surplus generation capacity towards the end of the forecast period significantly 
reduces the system’s ability to meet the system security reserve requirements during the same 
period, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Total forecast hours of system security reserve shortage, Darwin-Katherine, 2019-20 
to 2028-29

The hours of system security reserve shortage are shown as an aggregation of regulating and 
spinning reserves. The modelling did not have a hierarchy between the two services, hence 
either or both could be violated. 
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Figure 16 shows there is virtually no shortage of the pre-contingent inertia requirement until the 
sudden reduction of generation capacity when units 1 to 6 (unit 3 was retired 1 August 2018) 
are expected to retire at the Channel Island power station. Units 1 to 6 (unit 3 was retired 
1 August 2018) at the Channel Island power station are not only valuable to the system for 
their capacity but also their large inertia provision (see Table 10). Once these units retire, inertia 
provision may become an issue in the Darwin region even if new capacity is added to the 
system, as it becomes increasingly challenging for the remaining thermal generators to provide 
sufficient inertia during periods of low demand and high distributed residential and commercial 
solar PV production.

Figure 16: Total forecast hours of shortage of inertia requirement, Darwin-Katherine, 2019-20 to 
2028-29

The inertia requirement in the modelling is applied to the Darwin region alone, as the 
requirement is set by the loss of the 132 kilovolt (kV) transmission line between Darwin and 
Katherine. As a result, the retirement of units at the Katherine power station does not directly 
impact this outcome.
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Renewable energy curtailment
Renewable energy curtailment in the Darwin-Katherine power system is forecast to be low, as 
shown in Figure 17, and is mostly due to peak solar PV production in periods of low system 
demand combined with system security requirements. 

Figure 17: Forecast large-scale solar PV energy curtailment, Darwin-Katherine, 2019-20 to 
2028-29

Meeting the inertia requirement is forecast to become more challenging after the retirement 
of units 1 to 6 (unit 3 was retired 1 August 2018) at the Channel Island power station. Two of 
these units alone are sufficient to provide the minimum inertia requirement assumed by this 
report for Darwin, however after their retirement, all three Weddell power station units and the 
remaining generating units at the Channel Island power station are required to be online. 

With more thermal generating units required to be online to meet the inertia requirement, 
the theoretical minimum thermal generation also increases to 60 MW due to minimum stable 
levels. Prior to the planned retirements of units 1 to 6 (unit 3 was retired 1 August 2018) at the 
Channel Island power station the combined minimum stable level of two of these generating 
units, which was sufficient to meet the inertia requirement, was just 20 MW. 

Therefore, the higher total minimum level of thermal generation displaces large-scale solar PV 
generation during the day, resulting in more periods where large-scale solar PV generation is 
forecast to be curtailed.
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2| Alice Springs

This chapter focuses on the system demand and supply reliability outlook for the Alice Springs 
power system over a 10-year forecast period and considers:

 • annual and average consumption, maximum and minimum demand, system and underlying 
daily load profile and demand at the substation level 

 • generation capacity reliability, system security reserves and renewable energy curtailment.

The outlook assumes continuation of expected growth in electricity energy consumption, 
maximum demand, and uptake of distributed residential and commercial solar PV, and includes 
existing and currently committed new large-scale solar PV capacity.

Demand
Annual and average consumption

Current levels
In 2018-19, the total annual energy consumption from the Alice Springs power system was 
221 GWh. This was 3.11 per cent higher than system energy consumption in 2017-18 and 
1.7 per cent higher than the system consumption in 2016-17.

Daily average energy consumption from the system in 2018-19 was 0.60 GWh, and the 
daily maximum and minimum consumption from the system was 0.98 GWh and 0.39 GWh, 
respectively. Figure 18 shows the daily average energy consumption from the system in 
different months over the last three financial years. The month-to-month variability in energy 
consumption from the system indicates that the Alice Springs power system has relatively strong 
seasonal variability (compared to the Darwin-Katherine power system, for example).

Figure 18: Average daily energy consumption from the Alice Springs power system in different 
months, 2016-17 to 2018-19
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Forecasts
Figure 19 shows annual energy consumption from the system is forecast to decline until 2020-21 
due to the increasing penetration of distributed residential and commercial solar PV capacity. 
The connection of the Pine Gap facility is forecast to increase annual energy consumption from 
the system in 2021-22, after which growth in annual energy consumption is forecast to slow, 
as population-driven growth is only partially offset by increasing generation from distributed 
residential and commercial solar PV systems. The key change contributing to the growth in system 
consumption since last year’s forecast is a higher expected growth in population and this combines 
with a stronger model coefficient linking population to system consumption. 

Figure 19: Historical and forecast annual energy consumption from the Alice Springs power 
system, 2013-14 to 2028-29

AEMO has forecast increasing levels of installed capacity of both residential and commercial 
solar PV systems, as shown in figures 20 and 21, respectively. As of June 2019, combined 
residential and commercial solar PV installed capacity is 10 MW. By 2029-30, it is forecast to 
grow to 24 MW.

Figure 20: Historical and forecast residential PV installed capacity, Alice Springs, 2015-16 to 
2028-29
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Figure 21: Historical and forecast commercial PV installed capacity, Alice Springs, 2015-16 to 
2028-29

Figure 22 shows large-scale solar PV installed capacity over historical and forecast periods.

As discussed in Appendix A Methodology and assumptions, the only large-scale solar PV projects 
included in the modelling of the supply side (from the system) for this report were those with 
executed generation licences and connection agreements with PWC. Therefore, forecast 
large-scale solar PV generation is considered conservative, noting the commission is aware of a 
significant number of enquiries with PWC for connections.

Figure 22: Historical and forecast large-scale PV installed capacity, Alice Springs, 2017-18 to 
2028-29

Further information on solar PV forecast assumptions is included in Appendix A Methodology 
and assumptions.
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However, the figure does not show the large-scale solar PV that would be curtailed due 
to periods where supply exceeds demand. This curtailed energy would need to be stored, 
using technology such as batteries, for later use or demand shifted (demand management) in 
order to displace further dispatchable thermal generation to achieve a higher percentage of 
energy consumed from renewable energy. Renewable energy curtailment is discussed later in 
this chapter.

Figure 23: Historical and forecast energy consumption met by generation types, Alice Springs, 
2015-16 to 2028-29
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8.1 MW. The maximum system demand in summer usually occurs in late afternoon, typically 
between 15:00 and 16:30, and maximum system demand in winter usually occurs in the 
morning, around 07:00. 

Figure 24 shows the annual historical and forecast maximum system demand for summer at 
different POE levels. Maximum system demand growth is forecast to be flat in the first two years 
of the forecast period and to rise sharply in 2021-22 when the Pine Gap facility connects to the 
power system, then to increase slowly for the rest of the forecast period. The average rate of 
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Figure 24: Historical and forecast maximum system demand, Alice Springs, summer, 2013-14 to 
2028-29

Minimum demand
In the last four years, the annual minimum system demand in the Alice Springs power system has 
occurred around the middle of the day during the shoulder season, in either May or September. 

Figure 25 shows that following an increase in minimum system demand from the connection 
of the Pine Gap facility to the Alice Springs power system in the early 2020s, minimum system 
demand is forecast to steadily decline due to increasing levels of distributed residential and 
commercial solar PV installed capacity. The average rate of decline from 2022-23 to 2028-29 
for the POE50 forecast is 3.05 per cent. 

Minimum system demand is forecast to continue occurring at midday.

Figure 25: Annual historical and forecast minimum system demand, Alice Springs, shoulder 
season, 2013-14 to 2028-29
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System and underlying daily load profile
Figure 26 shows typical daily load profiles under maximum (summer) and minimum (winter) 
demand conditions for the Alice Springs power system in 2018-19. The maximum demand 
profile represents the average of the 10 uppermost demand values in the summer season, 
whereas the minimum demand profile represents the average of the 10 lowermost demand 
values in the winter season.

Underlying demand is plotted relative to system demand, with the difference being distributed 
residential and commercial solar PV generation, which as expected decreases system demand 
during the day in both seasons by a similar amount.

Figure 26: Daily load profile, Alice Springs, summer and winter, 2018-19

Demand at the substation level
Figure 27 shows forecast growth rates (non-coincident summer forecasts) for the zone 
substations in the Alice Springs power system. Growth rates across the Alice Springs region are 
forecast to be relatively flat, apart from the new connection to the Pine Gap facility and the 
Ron Goodin zone substation (which is forecast to see average demand growth of 3.9 per cent 
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Figure 27: Alice Springs zone substation forecast annual average growth rates (summer, POE10, 
2019-20 to 2028-29)

Supply
Generation capacity reliability
Unserved energy is a generation capacity reliability assessment used by the electricity supply 
industry and the commission, in simple terms, to determine whether installed generation 
capacity (including an allocation for potential outages) is insufficient to meet customer demand, 
with the commission’s target of 0.002 per cent being the same as that used in the NEM 
(adopted in the absence of a formal Territory target).

USE levels in the Alice Springs power system are forecast to be below the commission’s target 
of 0.002 per cent of annual consumption for all but the last year of the forecast period. Detailed 
USE forecasts are included in Appendix B Supply details.

The main driver for the forecast USE is the suboptimal timing of planned maintenance at the 
Owen Springs power station. 

The Alice Springs power system is forecast to have almost no USE in the first two years of 
the forecast period, and reserve capacity is therefore large, as the Ron Goodin power station 
provides additional capacity before it is expected to retire in July 2021 (despite being considered 
highly unreliable in the modelling of this report, as shown in Table 12). 

Figure 28 shows the amount of USE forecast to occur due to known planned outages that could 
be avoided (green sections of the bars) if these outages were able to be rescheduled to avoid 
times when the supply-demand balance is forecast to be tight. AEMO modelled two scenarios 
to determine the USE attributable to suboptimal maintenance scheduling. One scenario included 
the maintenance events scheduled to occur during the forecast period, as advised by licensees. 
The other scenario did not assign these events to the fixed dates provided by licensees, allowing 
the optimisation software to place the maintenance events in periods that would minimise the 
probability of USE. 

The ‘Remaining USE’ level (blue sections of the bars) in Figure 28 shows the results of optimising 
the timing of planned outages, indicating how USE could be reduced if these outages were 
rescheduled to other times of the year with greater surplus capacity. 
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Figure 28: Forecast reliability, Alice Springs, 2019-20 to 2028-29

After decommissioning of the Ron Goodin power station, the system capacity will become 
tighter, and having the maintenance schedule fully optimised will be fundamental in limiting USE 
in the Alice Springs power system. For example, the results shown in Figure 28 demonstrate that 
with the maintenance schedule provided by licensees applied, there would be a sharp increase 
in USE in 2023-24. However, if this maintenance was able to be rescheduled, the forecast USE 
would drop to a more manageable level.

Figure 297 shows how the expected retirement of units at the Ron Goodin power station in 
July 2021 is forecast to reduce the surplus capacity in the Alice Springs power system. Further, 
the figure shows a slight increase in forecast maximum system demand from 2021-22 after 
the Pine Gap facility connects to the power system. With tighter capacity in the power system, 
it becomes fundamental to optimise the maintenance events of the existing units at the 
Owen Springs power station.

Figure 29: Forecast summer dispatchable thermal capacity and ‘as generated’ maximum demand 
(POE10), Alice Springs, 2019-20 to 2028-29

7 The measure of system demand provided in this figure is different to that provided in the Maximum demand section of this 
chapter, as it includes auxiliary load. This is so a direct comparison can be made against the total as-generated capacity of the 
dispatchable thermal capacity.
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Concurrent outages drastically reduce the power system’s available capacity and can be 
detrimental to its reliability. This is especially critical when the outages occur in months of high 
peak system demand. 

Territory Generation currently plans to have 19.5 MW and 15.1 MW of generation capacity8 
on a maintenance outage from 5 to 6 February 2024 and from 8 to 11 February 2029 at the 
Owen Springs power station, respectively. February is typically one of the months with highest 
peak system demand in the Alice Springs power system, and planned maintenance at these 
times should be reduced as much as possible to optimise the capacity reserves available in the 
power system.

System security reserves
AEMO modelled three operational system security requirements, namely regulating reserve, 
spinning reserve, and an inertia requirement (see Appendix A Methodology and assumptions for 
more information about system security assumptions). 

After the retirement of the Ron Goodin power station, with less dispatchable and synchronous 
generating units available, security levels are forecast to deteriorate, as shown by the projected 
reserve shortages from 2021-22 in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Total forecast hours of reserve shortage, Alice Springs, 2019-20 to 2028-29

The hours of system security reserve shortage shown in Figure 30 are an aggregation of 
regulating and spinning reserves. The modelling did not have a hierarchy between the two 
services, hence either or both could be violated. 

Despite the planned retirement of units with high inertial response in July 2021 (see Table 10), 
inertia shortage is not forecast to be an issue in the Alice Springs power system. However, to 
keep the inertia levels above the requirement set in the assumptions of this report, large-scale 
solar PV may need to be curtailed at certain times during the day (as discussed in the Renewable 
energy curtailment section of this chapter). Currently and until it is retired, the Ron Goodin 
power station, specifically with unit 9 (13.5 MW8 gas-fired generator) in service, can meet the 
inertia requirement with only 7.2 MW of thermal generation online.

8 Non-summer capacity.
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In comparison, six of the new smaller reciprocating Jenbacher generators (units 5 to 14) at 
the Owen Springs power station combined are needed to provide the same level of inertia as 
unit 9 at the Ron Goodin power station alone. Therefore, after the Ron Goodin power station is 
decommissioned, inertia requirements are forecast to be met if:

 • at least one of the larger units (units 1 to 3, 10.7 MW9 MAN generators) at the Owen Springs 
power station is online along with seven of the smaller reciprocating Jenbacher units 
(4.4 MW9). The minimum level of thermal generation in this instance is around 14.6 MW10

 • two of the larger Owen Springs power station units (units 1 to 3) are online along with four 
of the new reciprocating Jenbacher generators. The minimum level of thermal generation in 
this instance is around 12 MW10.

Figure 31: Total forecast hours of shortage of inertia requirement, Alice Springs, 2019-20 to 
2028-29

Although the commission understands the battery energy storage system (BESS) was installed 
in the Alice Springs power system primarily to compensate for the low inertia of the Jenbacher 
generators, PWC System Control has advised the impact of the BESS in relation to its inertia 
contribution or offset has not been quantified. Therefore, for the purpose of the modelling 
for this report, the BESS has been excluded from contributing to or offsetting the minimum 
inertia requirement. 

Renewable energy curtailment
Curtailment of large-scale solar PV in the Alice Springs power system is forecast to be driven 
primarily by peak solar PV production occurring in periods of low system demand combined with 
the inertia constraint. 

With the retirements of units with large inertial response at the Ron Goodin power station, more 
synchronous units are required to be online at any given time (as described above in the System 
security reserves section). This increases the minimum level of thermal generation supply at 
all times and as a result, displaces large-scale solar PV during certain periods of the day. This is 
evident in Figure 32, where there is a spike in curtailment of large-scale solar PV generation from 
2020-21 to 2021-22. 

9 Non-summer capacity.
10 All thermal generators running at minimum stable load.
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The curtailment of large-scale solar PV is forecast to continue increasing each year, due to the 
projected growth in distributed residential and commercial solar PV capacity, which is currently 
unable to be controlled or curtailed. In the absence of strong underlying demand growth, 
higher distributed residential and commercial solar PV capacity decreases system demand. 
Since the minimum level of thermal generation required remains unchanged, a reduction in 
system demand translates directly to a reduction in output required from large-scale solar PV 
generation. 

Figure 32: Forecast large-scale solar PV curtailment, Alice Springs, 2019-20 to 2028-29
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3| Tennant Creek

This chapter focuses on the system demand and supply reliability outlook for the Tennant Creek 
power system over a 10-year horizon and considers:

 • annual and average consumption, maximum and minimum demand, system and underlying 
daily load profile and demand at the substation level 

 • generation capacity reliability, system security reserves and renewable energy curtailment.

The outlook assumes continuation of expected growth in electricity energy consumption, 
maximum demand, and uptake of distributed residential and commercial solar PV, and includes 
existing and currently committed new large-scale solar PV capacity.

Demand
Annual and average consumption

Current levels
In 2018-19, total annual energy consumption from the Tennant Creek power system 
was 30 GWh. This was 9.2 per cent higher than energy consumption from the system in 
2017-18, and 6.9 per cent higher than system consumption in 2016-17, and is attributed to 
NGP operations. 

The daily average energy consumption from the system in 2018-19 was 0.08 GWh, and daily 
maximum and minimum system consumption was 0.14 GWh and 0.05 GWh, respectively. 
Figure 33 shows the daily average energy consumption from the system for different months 
over the last three financial years. The month-to-month variability of energy consumption 
from the system reflects the fact that Tennant Creek experiences wide temperature changes 
between seasons.  

Figure 33: Average daily energy consumption from the Tennant Creek power system in different 
months, 2016-17 to 2018-19
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Forecasts
Figure 34 shows that annual consumption from the system is forecast to grow slowly 
throughout the forecast period. Although population is projected to decline slightly to 2025-
26 (see Table 1), new residential and commercial developments are forecast to increase system 
consumption and offset growth in residential solar PV installed capacity. The primary difference 
between the 2018-19 and 2017-18 forecasts is a reduction in forecast residential solar PV 
capacity (see Appendix A Methodology and assumptions).

Figure 34: Historical and forecast annual energy consumption from the Tennant Creek power 
system, 2013-14 to 2028-29

Note: historical annual energy consumption from the system has been updated to reflect the change in metering point (see 
footnote 18 in Appendix A Methodology and assumptions).

The installed capacity of residential solar PV systems is forecast to increase, while commercial 
solar PV systems remain consistent, as shown in figures 35 and 36, respectively. In June 2019, 
the total installed capacity of both residential and commercial solar PV systems was 360 kW. By 
2029-30, this is forecast to grow to 410 kW (driven by residential installations, with commercial 
solar PV installed capacity forecast to be constant throughout the forecast period). Forecast 
growth in distributed residential and commercial solar PV is lower than in the 2017-18 forecast, 
reflecting that no new installations were recorded in the last two years guiding the view that 
weaker forecast growth in solar PV installations is appropriate (relative to the 2017-18 forecast).  
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Figure 35: Historical and forecast residential PV installed capacity, Tennant Creek, 2015-16 to 
2028-29 

Figure 36: Historical and forecast commercial PV installed capacity, Tennant Creek, 2015-16 to 
2028-29

No large-scale solar PV is currently installed or committed to be installed in the Tennant Creek 
power system.

As discussed in Appendix A Methodology and assumptions, the only large-scale solar PV projects 
included in the modelling of the supply side (from the system) for this report were those with 
executed generation licences and connection agreements with PWC. Therefore, forecast large-
scale solar PV generation is considered conservative.

Further information on assumptions underlying the solar PV forecasts is included in Appendix A 
Methodology and assumptions.
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Figure 37 shows the energy consumption forecast to be met by different generation types. 
The forecast contribution from all types of solar PV generation to meet demand is minimal. By 
2028-29, residential and commercial solar PV generation is forecast to meet 2 per cent of the 
underlying consumption. 

Figure 37: Historical and forecast energy consumption met by generation types, Tennant Creek, 
2019-20 to 2028-29

Maximum demand
In 2018-19, summer maximum system demand was higher than winter maximum system 
demand by 2.9 MW. Historically, maximum system demand in both summer and winter has 
usually occurred in the afternoon, between 14:00 and 17:00.

Figure 38 shows historical and forecast maximum system demand at different POE levels. The 
increase in maximum system demand in 2020-21 is due to anticipated NGP electricity demand, 
however this level of maximum system demand is expected to be infrequent as pipeline gas will 
normally be used to power on-site generation11. Pipeline operations are expected to contribute 
an additional 0.45 MW to maximum system demand in the future. Maximum system demand is 
then forecast to decline slightly throughout the forecast period, driven by relatively low growth 
in solar PV systems offsetting minimal growth in population. The average rate of decline for the 
POE50 forecast is 0.08 per cent. 

The time of maximum system demand is forecast to occur between 14:30 and 15:30 during the 
forecast period. 

11 Air quality assessment, draft environmental impact assessment of the NGP. https://ntepa.nt.gov.au/environmental-assessments/
register/jemena.
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Figure 38: Historical and forecast maximum system demand, Tennant Creek, summer, 2013-14 
to 2028-29

Note: The historical maximum system demand has been updated to reflect the change in metering point (see footnote 18 in 
Appendix A Methodology and assumptions).

Minimum demand
Minimum system demand over the last four years has occurred overnight in the shoulder season, 
in either May or September. The forecast shows greater variability in time of day of future 
minimum system demand, such that it may occur any time between overnight periods and 
midday. Forecast growth in distributed residential and commercial solar PV is not yet expected 
to consistently reduce minimum system demand or permanently shift it to the middle of the 
day in the Tennant Creek power system, as is forecast to occur in other power systems. The 
forecast of minimum system demand is flat (see Figure 39), reflecting the impact of low growth 
in distributed residential and commercial solar PV capacity being somewhat neutralised by the 
current minimum system demand occurring overnight.

Figure 39: Historical and forecast minimum system demand, Tennant Creek, shoulder season, 
2013-14 to 2028-29

Note: The historical minimum system demand has been updated to reflect the change in metering point (see footnote 18 in 
Appendix A Methodology and assumptions).
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System and underlying daily load profile
Figure 40 shows typical daily load profiles under maximum and minimum demand conditions 
for the 2018-19 summer and winter seasons. The maximum demand profile represents the 
average of the 10 uppermost demand values in the summer season, whereas the minimum 
demand profile represents the average of the 10 lowermost demand values in the winter season. 
Underlying demand is plotted relative to system demand, with the difference being distributed 
residential and commercial solar PV generation. The solar PV generation impact is similar in both 
seasons, however while it lowered maximum system demand in the afternoon, it has not yet 
lowered minimum system demand, which has been occurring overnight.

Figure 40: Daily load profile, Tennant Creek, summer and winter, 2018-19

Demand at the substation level
Tennant Creek contains one zone substation. Refer to the Maximum demand section of this 
chapter for details on maximum system demand for the Tennant Creek zone substation.

Supply
Generation capacity reliability

Unserved energy is a generation capacity reliability assessment used by the electricity supply 
industry and the commission to, in simple terms, determine whether installed generation 
capacity (including an allocation for potential outages) is insufficient to meet customer demand, 
with the commission’s target of 0.002 per cent being the same as that used in the NEM 
(adopted in the absence of a formal Territory target).

No USE is forecast in the Tennant Creek power system, across the entire forecast period, 
due to the level of surplus capacity. However, there is always a statistical possibility that USE 
might occur due to coincident outages across many generating units. Further, this report 
did not consider USE resulting from system incidents, such as a generator trip, noting that 
such incidents were frequent in 2018-19. Detailed USE forecasts are included in Appendix B 
Supply details.
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As shown in Figure 4112, the Tennant Creek power system has a substantial level of reserve 
capacity. This results in no forecast USE and reserve shortage. 

Figure 41: Forecast summer dispatchable thermal capacity and POE10 maximum demand, 
Tennant Creek, 2019-20 to 2028-29

System security reserves
AEMO modelled two operational system security requirements, namely regulating reserve and 
spinning reserve (see Appendix A Methodology and assumptions for more information about 
the different requirements), noting no inertia requirement was modelled for the Tennant Creek 
power system.

No system security reserve shortage is forecast in the Tennant Creek power system across the 
forecast period. The level of available generation capacity is more than adequate to meet the 
current system security reserve requirements. 

Renewable energy curtailment
As there are no existing or committed large-scale solar PV generation projects in the 
Tennant Creek power system, there is no large-scale solar PV to be curtailed.

12 The measure of demand provided in this figure is different to that provided in the Maximum demand section of this chapter, 
because it includes auxiliary load. This is so a direct comparison can be made against the total as-generated capacity of the 
dispatchable thermal capacity.
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4| Fuel supply

13 http://centralpetroleum.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/20190925_CTP_2019_Annual_Report.pdf

This chapter focuses on the adequacy of the fuel supply, largely gas, for the Territory’s electricity 
supply industry in 2018-19 and the outlook over a 10-year period. The chapter considers:

 • current (2018-19) gas demand, supply and security 

 • outlook for gas demand, supply and security over a 10-year period to 2028-29.

Gas is currently the primary source of fuel for the Territory’s electricity supply industry, with over 
90 per cent of the Territory’s regulated electricity generation capacity being gas or dual fuel (that 
is, gas and diesel). Despite the Territory Government’s 50 per cent renewable energy by 2030 
commitment, the security of current and future gas supply is critical for the Territory’s ongoing 
energy requirements.

Current
This section considers the fuel supply for the Territory’s electricity supply industry in respect to 
2018-19.

Demand
Consistent with that reported in the 2017-18 NTEOR, the Territory’s domestic gas market 
demand in 2018-19 was predominantly for electricity generation in the Territory’s regulated 
power systems. The commission notes that following the commencement of NGP operations in 
January 2019, more Territory gas was exported to the Australian east coast market than used in 
the Territory, with this now becoming a significant market for Territory gas.

Supply
The gas requirements of the electricity supply industry in the Territory are supplied by multiple 
parties including PWC, Central Petroleum Limited and Macquarie Mereenie Pty Ltd. 

PWC is the primary supplier of gas to the Territory. Its largest Territory gas customer is 
Territory Generation followed by the Tanami power station in relation to Newmont’s Tanami 
mine. The majority of PWC’s gas is sourced from Eni’s Blacktip gas field in the Bonaparte Basin, 
with the balance supplied to PWC by the Amadeus Basin gas producers’ Dingo gas field for 
exclusive use at the Owen Springs power station. 

The majority of the remaining Territory gas demand is supplied directly by the Amadeus Basin 
gas producers (Central Petroleum Ltd and Macquarie Mereenie Pty Ltd) from the Mereenie 
and Palm Valley gas fields to large customers such as EDL NGD (NT) Pty Ltd for use at the 
Pine Creek and McArthur River mine power stations.

In 2018-19, gas production in the Territory increased following the commencement of Jemena’s 
NGP in January 2019, by both PWC and the Amadeus Basin gas producers13. However, it is 
likely almost all of this additional gas is being exported through the NGP to the Australian east 
coast gas market, with limited additional supply available and or limited domestic demand in the 
Territory. 

Figure 42 is a map of Territory sources of gas supply and pipeline infrastructure. 

http://centralpetroleum.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/20190925_CTP_2019_Annual_Report.pdf
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Figure 42: Territory gas supply sources and pipeline infrastructure
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As shown in Figure 42, two major gas transmission pipelines within the Territory are the 
Amadeus Gas Pipeline (AGP) and the Bonaparte Pipeline. PWC is the largest holder of gas 
transportation capacity in both the AGP and Bonaparte Pipeline, having entered into long-term 
transportation agreements with the owners of these pipelines to transport gas to its various 
delivery points in the Territory.

Consistent with previous commission reports, the commission considers gas transportation 
capacity in these pipelines sufficient to satisfy the Territory’s forecast peak electricity supply 
industry daily gas requirement.

Security
Gas supply to the Territory overall is assessed to have an N-1 redundancy for a period of at least 
one to two months, and an N-2 redundancy for a period of at least three to four months in the 
northern region of the Territory. An N-1 system redundancy has spare supply capability that is 
sufficient to supply 100 per cent of electricity industry demand, should the Territory’s primary 
source of gas supply (that is, Blacktip gas) completely fail. 

The two major risks to the Territory’s gas system security for electricity generation are:

 • a loss of supply from Blacktip (short or long term) 

 • leak or major rupture of the major pipelines. 

PWC’s domestic back-up supply agreement with the Darwin LNG plant at Wickham Point forms 
the basis of the N-1 supply redundancy for the Territory overall in the event of a full loss of 
supply from Eni’s Blacktip gas field. The Darwin LNG plant is physically connected to the AGP via 
the Weddell power station. Further, the commencement of the PWC and INPEX LNG domestic 
back-up supply arrangement, which the commission understands is available although untested, 
forms the basis of the additional N-2 supply redundancy in the northern region of the Territory. 

It is important to note there are some limitations to PWC’s Darwin LNG and INPEX back-
up arrangements that impact the ability to cover 100 per cent of the Territory’s electricity 
generation gas demand. For example, gas supplied from Darwin LNG and INPEX through 
the AGP might not be able to reach regions south of Tennant Creek due to delivery pressure 
limitations. However, this risk can potentially be mitigated to a degree through additional gas 
supply from Amadeus Basin gas producers, providing reserves and deliverability are in place.

Notwithstanding the limitations, there is a material improvement in the Territory’s gas supply 
security for electricity generation with the start of the PWC and INPEX LNG domestic back-up 
supply arrangement.

There are other sources of alternate energy supply such as small quantities of spare gas stored in 
the AGP (referred to as ‘pipeline line pack’) and diesel back up for electricity generation, noting 
these alternate energy sources may only assist to reduce the impact of any major Blacktip supply 
interruption for a short period. For any major Blacktip gas interruption of more than a day where 
there is significant demand, Darwin LNG and or INPEX back-up gas is likely to be required to 
support generators capable of being run on diesel to maintain the Territory’s full electricity 
generation capability.
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Outlook
This section considers adequacy of the fuel supply for the Territory’s electricity supply industry 
over a 10-year outlook period to 2028-29.

Demand
The outlook for gas demand forecasts previously provided by PWC and Territory Generation 
confirm an expected reduction in average annual gas demand for electricity generation in the 
Territory, however not peak gas demand requirements. 

While annual gas demand for electricity generation is expected to decrease over the next 
10 years, gas is expected to remain the primary fuel source to satisfy daily electricity demand 
during periods when intermittent renewable energy generation is not available. In other words, 
gas capacity will be required to supply close to 100 per cent of the Territory’s daily electricity 
requirements during periods of low renewable energy generation unless storage technology 
(such as batteries) can replace gas to cover a substantial portion of intermittent renewable 
energy generation. 

Accordingly, the Territory’s gas demand requirement on any day is forecast to remain reasonably 
constant over the next 10 years to ensure security of electricity generation, even with large 
growth in renewable energy generation.

The commission notes this responsibility, to hold sufficient thermal generation capacity to 
account for intermittent renewable energy generation, is likely to fall on Territory Generation as 
the government owned generator. However, this is likely to be costly to Territory Generation, 
and ultimately Territory taxpayers, with costs not being explicit and unable to be recovered with 
current market structures. 

It should be noted however, that any major new industrial or mining project that is 
commercialised in the future could change the assumption of decreasing annual Territory 
gas demand.

Supply
PWC’s existing long-term gas purchase agreement with Eni for Blacktip gas is not due to 
expire until the end of 2033. During the period to 2028-29, PWC’s existing Blacktip contract 
is expected to provide sufficient annual and daily gas supply to satisfy the Territory’s forecast 
10-year gas supply requirements for electricity. However, PWC has indicated a major energy-
intensive industrial load could impact on the rate of drawdown of gas and hence the years of gas 
reserves remaining.

PWC has sold a large quantity of Blacktip gas to the Australian east coast gas markets, enabled 
by the commencement of Jemena’s NGP. The commission notes there is a possibility that PWC 
may not adequately ‘quarantine’ the required portion of Blacktip gas supply (peak daily and 
annual supply) for future Territory electricity supply industry demand and could oversell its 
Blacktip gas supply to the Australian east coast market, leaving the future Territory electricity 
supply industry short. While it is not explicit that PWC is the defacto ‘supplier of last resort’ of 
gas to the Territory’s electricity supply industry, PWC has indicated it is aware of its obligations 
to meet the gas requirements of all its customers during periods of peak demand. 
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The potential development of new sources of Territory gas supply (such as from offshore sources 
and onshore shale gas following the lifting of the moratorium on hydraulic fracturing) and the 
possible purchase of Australian east coast gas at Mount Isa, Queensland that is backhauled in 
the NGP to Tennant Creek may mitigate the risk of insufficient quantities of Blacktip gas being 
available to existing and new Territory domestic customers.  

Security
The following two developments impact the security of gas supply for electricity generation to 
the Territory over the next 10 years:

1. Jemena’s NGP delivering gas from the Territory to Mount Isa (commenced 
January 2019)

2. PWC and Darwin LNG domestic emergency back-up supply arrangement.

1. The NGP’s key impacts on the Territory security of gas supply are likely to include:

 • an increased risk of gas not being available for new Territory customers, especially 
if PWC or the Amadeus Basin producers sell all their uncontracted gas reserves to 
Australian east coast customers

 • a reduction in the requirement to transport back-up gas from Darwin LNG or INPEX in 
the AGP to the Alice Springs region during periods of partial or full interruption of Blacktip 
gas supply. The increase of northern gas flow in the AGP from the Amadeus Basin to the 
NGP inlet (as part of Amadeus Basin’s new gas sales to the east coast market) increases 
the ability to swap Blacktip gas to Alice Springs at Tennant Creek, rather than physically 
transporting Darwin LNG back-up gas to the south, which may be subject to AGP 
pressure constraints 

 • support for further onshore exploration and appraisal of new gas reserves in the Territory, 
given the prospect of supply to the larger Australian east coast gas market that supports 
rapid commercialisation of new gas reserves 

 • the possibility of procuring gas from the Australian east coast gas market to increase 
security of gas supply if sufficient investment was made to reverse the flow in the NGP. 
With a potential minimum period of 12 months to undertake the necessary modifications 
in the NGP to reverse flow and the costs not being understood, it is currently considered 
unlikely this would be a viable option. 

2. With the PWC and INPEX LNG domestic back-up supply arrangement commencing, in 
addition to the existing arrangement with Darwin LNG, the Territory’s northern region 
gas supply redundancy increases to N-2 for the remaining term of the Darwin LNG 
back-up agreement in the event of a complete Blacktip failure that continues for around 
three to four months. The Darwin LNG back-up agreement is expected to expire in 
2022, unless extended by the parties.
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However, the expiry of the back-up agreement coincides with the expected end of life of the 
Bayu-Undan offshore gas field, which supplies Darwin LNG. At the time of writing this report, 
a final investment decision is yet to be reached on whether the Darwin LNG plant will have its 
life extended with additional gas supplied from the Barossa gas field14. If the Darwin LNG plant 
does not continue past 2022 and the agreement is not renewed or extended, the Territory’s gas 
supply would return to an N-1 redundancy with some limitations in the southern region of the 
Territory, as discussed earlier in this chapter, while the INPEX domestic back-up agreement is 
in place. 

A sustained and full loss of Blacktip gas production for over three to four months could however 
lead to a major disruption of Territory power generation (that is, in the form of rolling blackouts) 
depending on seasonal load demand, unless PWC’s back-up arrangements with either or both 
INPEX and Darwin LNG are extended beyond their existing contractual supply limits to support 
the available diesel generation capacity.

14 https://www.ntnews.com.au/business/santos-delays-final-investment-decision-on-47-billion-barossa-project/news-story/252f567
e68e37de735e93d0e1a5f9048?btr=667ae2c0df818a48e6f6c077dea23668

https://www.ntnews.com.au/business/santos-delays-final-investment-decision-on-47-billion-barossa-project/news-story/252f567e68e37de735e93d0e1a5f9048?btr=667ae2c0df818a48e6f6c077dea23668
https://www.ntnews.com.au/business/santos-delays-final-investment-decision-on-47-billion-barossa-project/news-story/252f567e68e37de735e93d0e1a5f9048?btr=667ae2c0df818a48e6f6c077dea23668
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A| Methodology and assumptions

15 See NEM Demand Forecasting Methodology - Final Report and Determination, February 2019, at https://aemo.com.au/-/media/
files/ stakeholder_ consultation/consultations/nem-consultations/2018/nem-demand-forecasting-methodology---final-report-and-
determination.pdf?la=en&hash= 4E4E4B3F56E5B55F5C47C7465F875047.

Annual energy consumption methodology
The annual energy consumption forecasts are designed to capture the main actual and expected 
drivers in electricity consumption and trends over the 10-year forecast period.

The foundation of the annual energy consumption forecast is a weather-based regression model, 
used to create a ‘base year’ forecast that represents the consumption in a year with typical 
weather conditions. The model has been built using daily system consumption data and weather 
data from Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) stations in close proximity to the Northern Territory’s 
consumption centres. 

The base year was then projected forward on an annual basis, applying projected growth in 
population and uptake of residential and commercial solar PV generation. 

As with the 2017-18 forecasts, gross state product (GSP) has not been not used as a growth 
driver in the regulated power system forecasts, because analysis suggests its correlation with 
energy consumption is weak. 

Large load variations representing changes in industrial consumption have been included as step 
changes in the consumption forecasts.

Maximum and minimum demand methodology
For forecasting maximum and minimum system demand, AEMO has applied a regional demand 
forecasting methodology, in line with models AEMO uses in forecasting for the NEM15. The main 
difference between current NEM and Territory demand forecasting is that the NEM models 
have been supplemented by the outcomes of a generalised extreme value model, which helps 
focus the half-hourly model and tends to narrow the range of the distribution. This has not yet 
been implemented by AEMO for Territory power system forecasts, however the value of such an 
approach will be explored in the future.

The methodology applied in the Territory forecasts provides probabilistic demand forecasts by 
season because the demand is dependent on weather conditions (primarily temperature) and 
includes a degree of stochastic variability, as these conditions vary from season to season, as 
well as year to year. 

Due to this variability, maximum and minimum system demand forecasts are expressed as POE 
values from a distribution, rather than a point forecast. For any given season or year: 

 • a POE10 maximum demand value is expected to be exceeded, on average, one year in 10

 • a POE50 maximum/minimum value is expected to be exceeded, on average, one year in two

 • a POE90 minimum demand value is expected to be exceeded, on average, nine years in 10 
(so to be lower than the forecast minimum one year in 10).  

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/stakeholder_consultation/consultations/nem-consultations/2018/nem-demand-forecasting-methodology---final-report-and-determination.pdf?la=en&hash=4E4E4B3F56E5B55F5C47C7465F875047
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/stakeholder_consultation/consultations/nem-consultations/2018/nem-demand-forecasting-methodology---final-report-and-determination.pdf?la=en&hash=4E4E4B3F56E5B55F5C47C7465F875047
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/stakeholder_consultation/consultations/nem-consultations/2018/nem-demand-forecasting-methodology---final-report-and-determination.pdf?la=en&hash=4E4E4B3F56E5B55F5C47C7465F875047
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Maximum demand forecasts at zone substations have been developed in line with AEMO’s 
Transmission Connection Point Forecasting Methodology16 out to 2028-29. This is consistent 
with the methodology employed for the 2017-18 NTEOR. Features of this methodology include:

 • simulation of demand and weather at daily granularity

 • explicit calculation of the impact of distributed residential and commercial solar PV generation

 • reconciliation to a system-level forecast.

The zone substation forecasts are presented on a non-coincident basis, meaning the forecasts 
represent the connection point‘s absolute peak which may not coincide with the system peak. 

Future trends in minimum demand and connection point maximum demand are presented as 
the average annual rate of change calculated using [(Y2028-29/Y2019-20)1/9] - 1, where Y2019-20 and 
Y2028-29 represent the values at 2019-20 and 2028-29, respectively.

Demand assumptions
Demand definitions

In this report, ‘system demand’ is defined as the power sent into the network by licensed 
generators in the three regulated power systems: 

 • For Darwin-Katherine, generation from:

 – Channel Island, Weddell, Pine Creek, Shoal Bay and Katherine power stations

 – the new large-scale solar PV generation of Eni’s Katherine, Batchelor and Manton solar 
power stations, and the Rimfire Group’s Batchelor Solar Farm and Trutinor NT power 
stations17. 

 • For Alice Springs, generation from:

 – Ron Goodin and Owen Springs power stations

 – Uterne solar power station

 – system-level BESS connected at the Sadadeen substation. The BESS was not considered 
a supply source for the purpose of supply adequacy modelling in this report as the 
commission understands it was installed primarily to compensate for the low inertia of the 
new Jenbacher generators by providing fast regulation. Instead it was included in system 
demand assessments to ensure all actual energy (charging and discharging) is accounted 
for, however due to its limited energy storage capability, it is unlikely to impact half-hourly 
maximum and minimum system demand. 

 • For Tennant Creek, generation from:

 – Tennant Creek power station, recorded at transformer 3 and transformer 4.18 Secondarily, 
the sum of feeders if data quality necessitates an alternative source of demand data. 

System demand excludes generator auxiliary load (electricity used on site by the generator). 

16 See AEMO-Transmission-Connection-Point-Forecasting-Methodology, 2016, at https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/
nem/ planning_and_forecasting/ tcpf/2016/aemo-transmission-connection-point-forecasting-methodology.pdf.

17 Although Eni’s Katherine, Batchelor and Manton solar PV power stations, and the Rimfire Group’s Batchelor Solar Farm and 
Trutinor NT power stations are not yet commissioned, they are considered to be committed projects as they have executed 
generation licences and relevant PWC access agreements. 

18 Metering points for Tennant Creek demand data in this year’s report changed from the sum of generation to the substation load 
(which supplies the distribution network). This reflects a lowering of up to 10 per cent, which is attributed to primarily on-site 
power station consumption. 

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/nem/planning_and_forecasting/tcpf/2016/aemo-transmission-connection-point-forecasting-methodology.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/nem/planning_and_forecasting/tcpf/2016/aemo-transmission-connection-point-forecasting-methodology.pdf
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Demand modelling has been performed on underlying demand, which is an estimate of all the 
power used by consumers from the power point, from any source (including both the system 
and distributed solar PV installed by residential or commercial consumers). This produced a 
tight relationship between demand and weather, allowing the impact of distributed residential 
and commercial solar PV to be modelled separately. Distributed generation impacts were then 
coupled to the underlying demand model results inside the simulation engine to derive system 
demand.  

Season definitions
The demand forecasts are presented on a seasonal basis:

 • the summer season (wet, in the case of Darwin-Katherine) is defined as 1 November to 
31 March

 • the winter season (dry, in the case of Darwin-Katherine) is defined as 1 June to 31 August

 • shoulder periods (months September, October and April, May) are used to capture minima, 
which do not fall in the summer (wet) or winter (dry) seasons. 

Demand data and network information
PWC Power Services has provided:

 • demand data, used to conduct historical analysis and construct forecasting models. It 
includes half-hourly data at the zone substations, in addition to system level demand

 • network information on outage events, used to assist in cleaning historical demand data

 • information about industrial demand changes, future load transfers and anticipated new load

 • a record of distributed residential and commercial solar PV installations, used to calculate 
distributed solar PV generation.

Economy and population
Forecasts of population, summarised in Table 1 are based on five-year long-term averages using 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) statistical area information. The population trajectories are 
intended to represent long-term growth trajectories. 

Table 1: Population growth rates adopted for demand forecasts

Population growth rate (per annum) (%)

ABS statistical areas
2018-19 to 

2020-21
2021-22 to 

2025-26
2026-27 to 

2030-31

Darwin-Katherine 0.68 1.30 1.69 Greater Darwin (SA4) and Katherine (SA3)

Alice Springs 0.27 0.56 0.58 Alice Springs (SA3)

Tennant Creek - 0.86 - 0.39 0.11 Barkly (SA3)

Forecast GSP is available for the Territory, however as noted earlier in this report, it has not been 
adopted as an indicator of energy consumption for the three regulated power systems. Statistical 
tests have verified that GSP is not directly indicative of economic activity in Tennant Creek 
and Alice Springs, nor of the energy consumption of the Darwin-Katherine region due to LNG 
projects that contribute significantly to GSP but consume relatively little or no energy from 
the system. 
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Residential, commercial and large‑scale solar PV
Installed solar PV capacity is split into residential, commercial and large-scale (grid-connected) 
solar PV:

 • residential and commercial solar PV systems (also referred to as distributed residential and 
commercial solar PV) offset the demand met by the system

 • large-scale solar PV systems operate as system generators and therefore contribute to 
system-supplied energy. 

Historical installation records provided by PWC are used as a foundation for the solar PV 
projections. The historical record of solar PV installations has been fully updated for this year’s 
forecast, based on revised installation records from PWC. The impact of the update, summarised 
in Table 2, is a general decrease in installed capacity resetting the base totals to lower levels. 
A further driver of change has been to derive residential and commercial totals from PWC 
installation classifications rather than a system-size threshold of 10 kW (that is, if the system 
is greater than 10 kW, it was previously classified as a commercial system). This meant a larger 
number of installations were assigned commercial status this year compared to previous years 
and has shifted the mean installation size downwards for commercial systems to around 20 to 
30 kW per installation, depending on observed installations in each region.

Table 2: Change in distributed residential and commercial PV capacity as at June 2018 (current 
total – prior total)

Darwin-Katherine Alice Springs Tennant Creek

MW change % change MW change % change MW change % change

Residential - 4.49 - 13.2 - 0.21 - 3.1 - 0.05  - 16.6

Commercial - 1.18 - 7.2 - 2.06 - 44.1 0 0

Total - 5.67 - 11.3 - 2.27 - 19.9 - 0.05   - 11.7

The solar PV projections are based on the following assumptions: 

For residential systems:

 • Modelling has assumed that 95 per cent of new dwellings will have solar PV installed through 
the forecast period and installations on existing dwellings continue at current rates. The 
estimated total residential installation rate for Darwin-Katherine is 2400 per year to mid-2021, 
reducing to 1419 per year from 2021-22. For comparison, the 2018-19 level is 2350. The 
adopted rate for Alice Springs is 237 (the 2018-19 level is 163) and for Tennant Creek it is 
one per year (recent level is zero per year), both extending for the entire forecast period. 

 • The estimated rate of installations on existing dwellings in Darwin-Katherine has doubled 
since last year’s forecast. The higher rate has been adopted up to and including 2020-21, due 
to stronger installation growth in 2018-19. The actual growth increase (2350, residential) in 
2018-19 is attributed to incentives to install, including the Federal Government’s Small Scale 
Renewable Scheme, Northern Territory Smart Energy Grants (closed in October 2018), and 
Northern Territory Home Renovation Grants (closes on 30 November 2020), coupled with 
high solar feed-in tariffs.19

19 At the time of writing, April 2020, the NT government changed the solar PV incentive framework by replacing the premium 
one-to-one feed-in tariff with 8.3c/kWh for new installations. At the same time a battery storage subsidy for residential and 
commercial installations was announced. These changes were announced after modelling had been finalised and were not able to 
be included in the outlook. The estimated impact of these changes is to drive a modest increase in installations in 2019-20 and 
then a slowdown in subsequent years due to the reduced feed-in tariff. At the same time it may promote an increase in the rate of 
battery installations. 
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 • From mid-2021, installation rates have been assumed to decline as incentives reduce. After 
2021-22 the assumed reductions are due to saturation which acts to progressively suppress 
installation rates once forecast number of installs on dwellings reaches 40 per cent.  

 • Residential system totals represent the sum of systems reported as having the classification 
‘private’ by PWC. 

For commercial systems:

 • Installations have been assumed to continue at rates around those seen in 2018-19 
until 2021-22 before settling to more moderate levels over the medium to long term 
(75 installations per year in Darwin-Katherine, 12 in Alice Springs, and 0 in Tennant Creek). 
For Darwin-Katherine, modelling adopted the average installed capacity from 2017-18 and 
2018-19 for new commercial systems. For Alice Springs and Tennant Creek, where greater 
variability is observed compared to Darwin-Katherine, the modelling used data from earlier 
years (average between 2015-16 and 2018-19).

 • The commercial sector totals represent the sum of systems reported as having the 
classification ‘commercial’ by PWC. 

For large-scale solar PV systems:

 • Existing and future systems were considered to contribute to meeting system demand and 
were modelled on the supply side, not the demand side. These systems are discussed in the 
Supply assumptions section below.

Residential and commercial solar PV generation was derived using half-hourly estimates of 
generation for each power system (and zone substation), normalised to a kW (output) per kW 
(installed capacity) basis. 

For this report, AEMO used a third-party provider to provide normalised distributed solar 
PV generation estimates. This provided data based on more advanced methods for using 
current satellite imagery to calculate irradiance, compared to the approach that was used for 
the 2017-18 NTEOR. The impact of this change on estimated annual solar PV generation is 
-4 per cent in Darwin-Katherine, -1 per cent in Alice Springs and -6 per cent in Tennant Creek, 
attributed to improved irradiance estimates and different angle, orientation and shading effects.

Supply assumptions
This section explains the assumptions used to model the supply system in each of the three 
regulated power systems in the Territory. The model was used to undertake simulations of future 
dispatch outcomes to assess system reliability.

Power station parameters
The results of simulations of electricity supply are driven by the technical parameters of the 
generators used in the models. Table 3 outlines the key parameters used and describes how 
they were incorporated in the reliability modelling. Inputs and assumptions were based on 
information provided by licensed generators.
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Table 3: Summary of technical parameters

Description

Maximum capacity Nameplate capacity

Rating Reflects the impact of seasonal temperature on generator available capacity

Minimum stable level Minimum stable load

Outage schedule Planned outage schedule of units. AEMO applied the 10-year outage plan 
provided by licensed generators

Outage rates Historical maintenance and unplanned failure rates that describe the 
probability of capacity duration of each technology

Mean time to repair Average time required to repair a failed unit and return it to normal 
operating conditions

Power station retirements
Based on information provided by licensed generators, AEMO modelled the retirement of 
generating units at Channel Island, Katherine, Ron Goodin and Tennant Creek power stations as 
shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Power station retirements

Power station Power system Units Estimated total capacity (MW) Assumed retirement date

Channel Island Darwin-Katherine 1-2 

3 

4-6

2 x 33.88 MW 

1 x 33.88 MW 

3 x 33.88 MW 

31 December 2026 

1 August 2018 

31 December 2027 

Katherine Darwin-Katherine 1 

2

3

1 x 8.5 MW 

1 x 8.5 MW 

1 x 8.5 MW

31 December 2026 

31 December 2027 

31 December 2028

Ron Goodin1 Alice Springs 3-5 

6

7-8 

9 

3 x 5.58 MW 

1 x 6.07 MW

2 x 5.74

1 x 13.5 MW 

1 July 2021

1 July 2021 

1 July 2021 

1 July 2021

Tennant Creek Tennant Creek 1–3 

4

5

10

11 

3 x 1.3 MW 

1 x 1.3 MW 

1 x 1.3 MW

1 x 0.98 MW

1 x 0.95 MW

1 April 2019 

1 July 2018 

1 March 2019

31 December 2028

31 December 2028

1 Ron Goodin power station unit 1 (retired in 2018) and unit 2 were excluded from this analysis as they are black start units, and 
therefore not considered to contribute to system capacity (discussed later in this report).  

Power station upgrades and new entrants
The Trutinor NT power station was considered a committed project and was included in 
modelling of the Darwin-Katherine power system, as shown in Table 5. No other new thermal 
entrant or thermal power station upgrades were considered in any of the Territory’s three 
regulated power systems. 
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Table 5: New entrants

Power station Power system Units
Estimated total 
capacity (MW)

Assumed 
commissioning date1

Trutinor NT Darwin-Katherine 1 1 x 12 MW 1 June 2020

1 Based on information provided by licensed generators. 

Exclusion of black start generators
Black start generators are considered not to contribute to supply capacity and, therefore consistent 
with the 2017-18 NTEOR, have not been included in the supply adequacy assessment.

Additional large‑scale solar capacity
AEMO modelled the development of large-scale solar PV projects based on information 
provided by licensed generators, the commission and publicly available data from various power 
station developers.

In the Darwin-Katherine power system, all large-scale solar PV projects considered by the 
commission as committed or likely to progress (as they have executed generation licences and 
connection agreements with PWC) have been assumed in the modelling for this report. These 
projects, amounting to 55 MW, are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6: Large-scale solar PV projects

Power station Power system
Estimated total 
capacity (MW)

Assumed 
commissioning date1

Batchelor Solar Farm Darwin-Katherine 10 December 2020

Eni Australia Limited Batchelor Solar Darwin-Katherine 10 30 June 2020

Eni Australia Limited Katherine Solar Darwin-Katherine 25 30 January 20202

Eni Australia Limited Manton Solar Darwin-Katherine 10 30 June 2020

1 Based on information provided by licensed generators.
2 As of 31 March, Katherine solar power station was still in the process of being commissioned. 

No additional large-scale solar PV projects in Alice Springs and Tennant Creek were identified as 
likely to progress at the time of modelling. 

Solar traces
All large-scale solar PV projects were assumed to be using single-axis tracking (SAT) technology, 
which has panels that track the sun from east to west. In general, SAT projects produce more 
energy than fixed panels and tend to generate until later in the evening. The generation of SAT 
solar PV projects was simulated using the System Advisor Model (SAM)20 developed at the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory.

SAM calculates hourly solar PV generation output based on project characteristics such as the 
panel technology type (fixed flat plate, single axis or dual axis tracking) and nameplate capacity, 
solar irradiance data and weather conditions.

Irradiance and weather data used in SAM to create hourly solar PV generation traces for a 
reference year in 2016-17 were sourced from the BOM weather station closest in latitude and 
longitude to each project. The same 2016-17 reference year was used to forecast demand 
(based on historical temperature), to ensure a realistic correlation between solar PV generation 
and demand. 

20 See https://sam.nrel.gov/.

https://sam.nrel.gov/
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System security reserves
AEMO modelled minimum system security reserve requirements for each regulated power 
system in the Territory, and the Darwin-Katherine and Alice Springs power system’s inertia 
requirements (defined in the sections below). For the purposes of this modelling, AEMO 
assumed these requirements will only be provided by dispatchable thermal generation.

The system security reserves and inertia requirements are based on PWC’s Secure System 
Guidelines Version 421. AEMO understands that PWC System Control will likely be reviewing 
the requirements during the forecast period and therefore may determine the requirements 
currently in place are no longer appropriate. Based on advice previously provided by Territory 
Generation and PWC, both regulating and spinning reserve requirements may be breached in 
any system in situations where meeting the reserve requirement would result in load shedding. 
The modelling did not allow either regulating or spinning reserve requirements to be breached 
to allow more solar PV to be dispatched in order to reduce renewable energy curtailment at the 
expense of system security. 

Regulating and spinning reserve
Regulating reserve means the capacity of an available generating unit or units to regulate 
frequency to keep it within the defined normal operating limits, including time error correction. 

Spinning reserve enables a power system to respond to a disruption resulting from an 
unexpected disconnection of generating units or items of transmission equipment22. 

This study used the minimum reserve requirements specified in PWC’s Secure System 
Guidelines Version 4, and summarised in Tables 7 and 8. 

Table 7: Regulating reserve minimum requirement in the Territory

Power system Minimum requirement (MW)

Darwin-Katherine 5

Alice Springs 2

Tennant Creek 0.5

Table 8: Spinning reserve minimum requirement in the Territory

Power system Minimum requirement (MW)

Darwin-Katherine 25 MW or the biggest unit 
running at the time

Alice Springs 11 MW

Tennant Creek 0.8 MW

The two reserve requirements (regulating and spinning) are mutually exclusive. Therefore, spare 
available capacity used to provide one reserve service cannot be used to provide reserve to the 
other service and the modelling does not favour one reserve over the other.

21 See https://www.powerwater.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/5773/Secure-System-Guidelines-Version-4.pdf.
22 Power and Water Corporation Secure System Guidelines, Version 4.

https://www.powerwater.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/5773/Secure-System-Guidelines-Version-4.pdf
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Inertia and additional system security requirement
Inertia, traditionally provided by the rotating mass of thermal synchronous generators, acts like 
a shock absorber in a power system and reduces its RoCoF following a contingency event, such 
as a generator or transmission line tripping, to give sufficient time for the reserves to respond to 
the contingency. Sufficient inertia is vital for system security.

Due to the likelihood of periods in the forecast period with limited dispatched thermal generation, 
and based on discussions with PWC System Control, AEMO has assumed minimum inertia 
requirements for the Darwin-Katherine and Alice Springs power systems for the 2018-19 NTEOR. 

The minimum inertia requirement is not additional capacity to that supplied to meet customer 
demand, rather it is a requirement to have a certain type of generation capacity online that can 
provide both inertia and generation supply at the same time. It essentially sets a minimum level 
of synchronous rotating mass that must be online at all times to ensure a secure system. 

Based on recommendations from PWC System Control, the assumed minimum inertia 
requirement in each power system was set to keep RoCoF below four hertz per second (Hz/s) 
after a critical failure (contingency). As per the Secure System Guidelines, the minimum RoCoF 
level is required to ensure the orderly operation of the under frequency load shedding and over 
frequency generation shedding schemes, and to ensure RoCoF remains within the capabilities of 
the dispatched generation to prevent pole slipping (which can lead to cascading failure).

The contingencies considered in each power system were:

 • for Darwin-Katherine, an outage of the 132 kV transmission line between Darwin and 
Katherine when flowing at 60 MW from Katherine to Darwin

 • for Alice Springs, having a generator unit trip, resulting in the sudden loss of 7 MW of 
generation. 

AEMO worked with PWC System Control to determine pre-contingent levels of inertia that 
would maintain a RoCoF under 4 Hz/s for these contingencies, provided in Table 9. The 
requirements were modelled as static values and the model does not allow the minimum inertia 
requirement to be breached to dispatch additional solar PV capacity.

Further, AEMO modelled a requirement to have five regulating machines online at all times in 
the Alice Springs power system, consistent with the PWC Secure System Guidelines, Version 4. 

Table 9: Minimum inertia requirements

Power system Minimum requirement (MWs)

Darwin-Katherine 370 MWs of inertia

Alice Springs 66 MWs of inertia

Five regulating machines must be on at all times

Tennant Creek None

The thermal generating units that can provide inertia, and their respective individual contribution 
as provided by PWC System Control, are listed below in Table 10. Although it is understood that 
the BESS in the Alice Springs power system was installed primarily to compensate for the low 
inertia of the new Owen Springs power station Jenbacher generators, PWC System Control have 
advised the impact of the BESS in relation to its inertia contribution has not been quantified and, 
therefore for the purpose of the modelling in this report, it has been excluded from contributing 
to or offsetting the assumed minimum inertia requirement.
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Table 10: Inertia contribution per unit

Power system Units Inertia contribution (MWs)

Darwin-Katherine CIPS 1-5 214.016

CIPS 6 194.56

CIPS 7 79.375

CIPS 8 and 9 104.07

WPS 1-3 107.95

PCPS gas turbines 1 and 2 21.25

PCPS steam turbine 1 18.684

KPS 1-3 19.134

KPS 4 68.772

Alice Springs RGPS 3-5 11.9187

RGPS 6-8 9.0342

RGPS 9 39.376

OSPS 1-3 22.2783

OSPS-A 6.88

OSPS 5-14 6.678

CIPS: Channel Island power station; WPS: Weddell power station; PCPS: Pine Creek power station; KPS: Katherine power station; 
RGPS: Ron Goodin power station; OSPS: Owen Springs power station

Only generating units in the Darwin region were considered for inertia provision in the 
Darwin-Katherine power system, as the 132 kV transmission line between Katherine and Darwin 
was the critical contingency being considered. Therefore, generating units deemed to be in 
the Katherine region for the purpose of the modelling, such as at the Katherine power station 
and Pine Creek power station, would be unable to assist in arresting the RoCoF following this 
contingency. For more information on how the transmission line was modelled, see Channel 
Island to Katherine 132 kV transmission line constraint design section of this chapter.

Generator outages
In the supply adequacy assessment, three types of generator outages have been modelled:

 • Known planned outages – assumed to be timed in accordance with licensed generators’ 
current Asset Management Plan. These include necessary inspections, repairs and 
refurbishments scheduled by licensed generators to ensure long-term performance of their 
generator assets.

 • Unknown planned outages – or maintenance rates were included in the model as annual 
percentages. These rates were based on information sourced from licensed generators. In the 
model, there is a distinction between unknown and known planned outages. While known 
planned outages have a defined schedule, unknown planned outages have been dynamically 
assigned by the optimisation software to coincide with times of high capacity reserves across 
each simulation year in the model.

 • Unplanned outages – modelled in a probabilistic manner using Monte Carlo simulations23. 
The timing of these outages has been randomly allocated based on the assumed outage 
rates. These rates are based on historical data and information provided by licensed 

23 A total of 200 Monte Carlo iterations have been modelled, with 200 POE10 and 200 POE50 iterations.
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generators, except for the new Owen Springs power station Jenbacher generators 
(units 5 to 14) that did not have historical data on which to base the assumptions. The 
unplanned outage rates used for these generating units were based on manufacturer’s 
information regarding similar technology. The assumed unplanned outage rates in each 
power system are summarised in tables 11, 12 and 13 alongside the outage rate used in last 
year’s report. 

Table 11: Unplanned outage rates by unit in Darwin-Katherine

Unplanned outage rate used  
in 2017-18 NTEOR (%)

Unplanned outage rate used  
in 2018-19 NTEOR (%)

CIPS 1-6 3.5 to 3.8 3.9

CIPS 7 3.5 to 3.8 10.8

CIPS 8-9 3.5 to 3.8 3.1

SBPS 2.1 2.4

Trutinor NT 3.8 1.5

WPS 1-3 6.1 7.9

KPS 1-3 0.6 to 0.9 13.0

KPS 4 0.6 to 0.9 6.6

PCPS GT1 12.2 2.5 to 6.01

PCPS GT2 12.2 2.5 to 6.01

PCPS ST1 12.2 2.0 to 5.01

CIPS: Channel Island power station; SBPS: Shoal Bay power station; WPS: Weddell power station; KPS: Katherine power station; 
PCPS: Pine Creek power station
1 The unplanned outage rates for Pine Creek power station units vary depending on the age of the unit.

Table 12: Unplanned outage rates by unit in Alice Springs

Unplanned outage rate used  
in 2017-18 NTEOR (%)

Unplanned outage rate used  
in 2018-19 NTEOR (%)

OSPS 1-3 3.9 7.9

OSPS 5-14 1.0 1.0

OSPS A 3.9 2.7

RGPS 3-9 21.5 to 23.4 36.6

OSPS: Owen Springs power station; RGPS: Ron Goodin power station

Table 13: Unplanned outage rates by unit in Tennant Creek

Unplanned outage rate used  
in 2017-18 NTEOR (%)

Unplanned outage rate used  
in 2018-19 NTEOR (%)

TCPS 1-5 0.9 to 1.2 0.8

TCPS 10-15 0.9 to 1.2 0.5

TCPS 16-18 0.9 to 1.7 1.5

TCPS 19-21 1.7 1.0

TCPS: Tennant Creek power station
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The difference between the 2017-18 and 2018-19 unplanned outage rates is primarily because 
AEMO has improved the methodology used to determine the rates. For previous reports, the 
unplanned outage rates provided to AEMO by licensed generators were calculated as the total 
hours of unplanned outages divided by total hours in a year. This produced unrealistically reliable 
values for units that are only occasionally in operation. For the 2018-19 NTEOR, AEMO used 
the total hours of unplanned outages divided by the sum of the total hours of operation plus the 
total hours of unplanned outages. This results in outage rates more reflective of the likelihood a 
unit will be unavailable at a time when it is needed.

Channel Island to Katherine 132 kV transmission line constraint design
The supply adequacy assessment included consideration of constraints on the 132 kV 
transmission line between Katherine and Darwin. Figure 43 shows a simplistic representation 
of the transmission line’s design used in the supply adequacy assessment of this report. It 
effectively splits the Darwin-Katherine power system between Manton and Channel Island into 
two nodes, namely Darwin and Katherine. 

While the capacity of the line is dynamic, with the limitation on the load flow into Channel 
Island influenced by the Frequency Control Ancillary Services inertia reserves within the 
northern region24, to assess supply adequacy, AEMO has applied a simplified conservative 
assumption that assumes the transmission line has a static maximum thermal capacity of 
60 MW. This assumption considers typical limitations at times of high demand. The impacts of 
this transmission line constraint on supply adequacy are discussed in the Supply section of the 
Darwin-Katherine chapter.

Figure 43: Channel Island to Katherine line constraint design

Source: Utilities Commission of the Northern Territory.

Battery assumptions
In the generation reliability assessment of this report, AEMO has assumed there is no 
contribution to generation supply from large-scale batteries, as it is understood all committed 
and likely to proceed batteries are intended to be used for ancillary services or meet generator 
performance standard requirements. 

24 Attachment C of the Power and Water Corporation System Control submission – generation licence application from Batchelor 
Solar Farm, accessed 31 March 2020, at https://utilicom.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/748011/Power-and-Water-
System-Control-submission-attachment-C-Line-constraint.pdf.

https://utilicom.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/748011/Power-and-Water-System-Control-submission-attachment-C-Line-constraint.pdf
https://utilicom.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/748011/Power-and-Water-System-Control-submission-attachment-C-Line-constraint.pdf
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Information from PWC indicated that distributed, behind-the-meter batteries are not yet being 
widely adopted and are assumed to remain at limited numbers over the forecast period. They are 
therefore are not currently modelled on either the demand side or the supply side25.

Generation adequacy and reliability assessment methodologies
AEMO has used a probabilistic approach to assess the reliability of the Territory’s power 
systems. Hourly market modelling simulations across 400 Monte Carlo iterations were used 
to identify the probability of available capacity being insufficient to meet demand given the 
likelihood of coincident outages across the generation portfolio in each power system. Planned 
and unplanned outages were critical inputs to this assessment.

The Monte Carlo iterations were split into 200 POE10 and 200 POE50 iterations. A weighted 
average was used to reconcile the different USE levels under each POE to the expected 
results26, which were then compared to the commission’s adopted reliability standard of 
0.002 per cent, as used in the NEM27.

In previous reports, AEMO also conducted an ‘N-X’ assessment. As agreed between AEMO 
and the commission, this report does not include an N-X assessment, however provides 
visualisations that are more useful in communicating the probabilistic reliability outcomes, 
particularly regarding the potential causes of changes in the USE forecast.

25 At the time of writing, April 2020, the NT government changed the solar PV incentive framework by replacing the premium one-
to-one feed-in tariff with 8.3c/kWh for new installations. These changes were announced after modelling had been finalised and 
were not able to be included in the outlook. The estimated impact of these changes is to drive a modest increase in installations 
in 2019-20 and then a slowdown in subsequent years due to the reduced feed-in tariff. At the same time, it may promote an 
increase in the rate of battery installations. 

26 Expected USE was derived by applying the weighting factors adopted from the 2017 Electricity Statement of Opportunities 
Methodology. Weightings of 30.4 per cent and 69.6 per cent were applied to the level of USE in the POE10 and POE50 
simulations, respectively.

27 The reliability standard used in the NEM and the Western Australia Wholesale Electricity Market is 0.002% USE. The 
Western Australia Wholesale Electricity Market has a second standard that requires there to be sufficient available capacity to 
meet peak demand plus either the maximum capacity of the largest generating unit or 7.6 per cent of peak demand. 
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B| Demand details

Zone substation maximum demand
Figure 44 shows the maximum zone substation demand forecast for the Darwin-Katherine 
(wet season) and Alice Springs (summer season) power systems. The x-axis year refers to the 
financial year end. 

Figure 44: The zone substation maximum demand forecast of wet season (Darwin-Katherine) and summer season 
(Alice Springs)
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C| Supply details

Existing and committed generator units
Tables 14, 15 and 16 list the existing and committed generators in the Territory considered in 
this report, based on data provided by licensed generators.

Table 14: Existing and committed generator units in the Darwin-Katherine power system

Generator unit 
name

Non-summer 
capacity (MW)

Summer capacity 
(MW)

Commissioning 
date

Decommissioning 
date Age

CIPS-01 31.6 30.02 1/01/1986 31/12/2026 34

CIPS-02 31.6 30.02 1/01/1986 31/12/2026 34

CIPS-04 31.6 30.02 1/01/1986 31/12/2027 34

CIPS-05 31.6 30.02 1/01/1986 31/12/2027 34

CIPS-06 32 30.4 1/01/1987 31/12/2027 33

CIPS-07 36 34.2 1/01/2000 NA 20

CIPS-08 42 39.9 1/01/2011 NA 9

CIPS-09 42 39.9 1/01/2011 NA 9

SBPS 1.1 1.1 1/08/2005 NA 15

Trutinor NT 12 12 1/06/2020 NA -

WPS-01 34 32.2 1/02/2008 NA 12

WPS-02 34 32.3 1/11/2008 NA 12

WPS-03 34 32.3 1/03/2014 NA 6

KPS-01 8.5 7.65 1/01/1987 31/12/2026 33

KPS-02 7.5 6.75 1/01/1987 31/12/2027 33

KPS-03 8.5 7.65 1/01/1987 31/12/2028 33

KPS-04 12 10.8 1/07/2012 NA 8

PCPS-GT1 10.2 9.7 1/07/2018 NA 2

PCPS-GT2 10.2 9.7 1/07/2018 NA 2

PCPS-ST1 6 5.8 1/06/1996 NA 24

Batchelor Solar Farm 10 10 30/12/2020 NA -

BSPS 10 10 30/06/2020 NA -

KSPS 25 25 30/01/2020 NA -

MSPS 10 10 30/06/2020 NA -

CIPS: Channel Island power station; SBPS: Shoal Bay power station; WPS: Weddell power station; KPS: Katherine power station; 
PCPS: Pine Creek power station; BSPS: Batchelor solar power station; KSPS: Katherine solar power station; MSPS: Manton solar 
power station
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Table 15: Existing generator units in the Alice Springs power system

Generator unit  
name

Non-summer 
capacity (MW)

Summer capacity 
(MW)

Commissioning 
date

Decommissioning 
date Age

OSPS-01 10.7 10.165 1/10/2011 NA 9

OSPS-02 10.7 10.165 1/10/2011 NA 9

OSPS-03 10.7 10.165 1/11/2011 NA 9

OSPS-05 4.4 4.14 1/01/2019 NA 1

OSPS-06 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-07 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-08 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-09 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-10 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-11 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-12 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-13 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-14 4.4 4.14 1/03/2019 NA 1

OSPS-A 3.9 3.71 1/01/2004 NA 16

RGPS-03 4.2 3.99 1/01/1973 1/07/2021 47

RGPS-04 4.2 3.99 1/01/1973 1/07/2021 47

RGPS-05 4.2 3.99 1/01/1975 1/07/2021 45

RGPS-06 5.5 5.23 1/01/1978 1/07/2021 42

RGPS-07 5.5 5.23 1/01/1981 1/07/2021 39

RGPS-08 5.5 5.23 1/01/1984 1/07/2021 36

RGPS-09 13.5 12.83 1/11/1987 1/07/2021 33

Uterne Solar 3.81 3.8 1/08/2015 NA 5

OSPS: Owen Springs power station; RGPS: Ron Goodin power station
1 This value represents the maximum capacity across the year. A non-summer rating was provided for this site, however the traces 

described in Appendix A Methodology and assumptions took precedence.
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Table 16: Existing generator units in the Tennant Creek power system

Generator unit name
Non-summer 

capacity (MW)
Summer capacity 

(MW)
Commissioning 

date
Decommissioning 

date Age

TCPS-01 1.2 1.14 No data 1/04/2019 -

TCPS-02 1.2 1.14 No data 1/04/2019 -

TCPS-03 1.2 1.14 No data 1/04/2019 -

TCPS-04 1.2 1.14 No data 1/07/2018 -

TCPS-05 1.2 1.14 No data 1/03/2019 -

TCPS-10 0.95 0.9 1/01/1999 31/12/2028 21

TCPS-11 0.95 0.9 1/01/1999 31/12/2028 21

TCPS-12 0.95 0.9 1/01/1999 NA 21

TCPS-13 0.95 0.9 1/01/1999 NA 21

TCPS-14 0.95 0.9 1/01/1999 NA 21

TCPS-15 3.9 3.71 1/01/2004 NA 16

TCPS-16 1.5 1.42 1/02/2008 NA 12

TCPS-17 1.6 1.5 14/12/2018 NA 2

TCPS-18 1.6 1.5 14/12/2018 NA 2

TCPS-19 2 1.88 14/12/2018 NA 2

TCPS-20 2.2 2.07 14/12/2018 NA 2

TCPS-21 2.2 2.07 14/12/2018 NA 2

TCPS: Tennant Creek power station

Projected unserved energy
Table 17: Projected unserved energy in the Darwin-Katherine power system

From maintenance (%) Other (%) Total (%)

2019-20 0.0005 0.0003 0.0008

2020-21 0.0000 0.0003 0.0003

2021-22 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003

2022-23 0.0000 0.0002 0.0002

2023-24 0.0000 0.0002 0.0002

2024-25 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

2025-26 0.0000 0.0003 0.0003

2026-27 0.0006 0.0036 0.0042

2027-28 0.1279 0.1779 0.3058

2028-29 0.3536 0.8877 1.2414
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Table 18: Projected unserved energy in the Alice Springs power system

From maintenance (%) Other (%) Total (%)

2019-20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2020-21 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2021-22 0.0004 0.0003 0.0007

2022-23 0.0006 0.0003 0.0009

2023-24 0.0016 0.0003 0.0019

2024-25 0.0006 0.0003 0.0009

2025-26 0.0000 0.0006 0.0006

2026-27 0.0005 0.0012 0.0017

2027-28 0.0001 0.0007 0.0008

2028-29 0.0037 0.0002 0.0039

Table 19: Projected unserved energy in the Tennant Creek power system

From maintenance (%) Other (%) Total (%)

2019-20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2020-21 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2021-22 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2022-23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2023-24 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2024-25 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2025-26 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2026-27 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2027-28 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2028-29 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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D| Forecasting performance

28 The percentage is estimated by (forecast (POE50) – historical)/historical x 100. For example, the difference between historical and 
forecast in the Darwin-Katherine power system is (295.63-286.99)/286.99 x 100 = 3.01%.

Energy forecasts
In keeping with the previous NTEOR, a ±2 per cent threshold was adopted to screen annual 
system energy consumption forecasts for forecast performance investigation. Table 20 indicates 
that the forecasts for the Darwin-Katherine and Alice Springs power systems exceeded the 
threshold. These are discussed further below. 

Table 20: Comparison between forecast and actual annual energy consumption for 2018-19

2018-19 AEMO 
forecast (GWh)

2018-19 actual 
(GWh) Difference (%)1

Darwin-Katherine 1 614.14 1 573.05 2.61

Alice Springs 215.17 220.63 - 2.47

Tennant Creek 30.01 30.34 - 1.08

1 The difference is estimated by (forecast – actual)/actual x 100. 

In the Darwin-Katherine power system, the disconnection of INPEX arrived sooner than 
forecast. Advice from PWC indicated it would occur by Q2 2019 and it was therefore included 
as a reduction in 2019-20, however the main portion of load reduction occurred by, and 
persisted from, the start of the 2018-19 year.  

In the Alice Springs power system, 2018-19 saw an increase in annual energy consumption of 
7 GWh from the previous year, approaching levels not seen since 2014-15. No significant block 
loads were completed in the year and therefore the increase has been attributed to variability in 
customer consumption and distributed solar PV uptake. The installed capacity forecast expected 
an increase of 2.1 MW in 2018-19, however only 1.1 MW was reported to be installed, which 
contributed 1.5 GWh to the difference. 

Maximum system demand
Table 21 compares actual and forecast maximum system demand in 2018-19 for the three 
power systems: 

 • The actual 2018-19 maximum system demand in the Darwin-Katherine power system was 
below POE90. This was lower than the expected forecast, with the forecast 3 per cent28 
higher than the actual. 

 • The 2018-19 maximum system demand in the Alice Springs power system was between 
POE50 and POE10 levels. The POE50 forecast was 2.1 per cent lower than the actual and 
judged to be reasonable when viewed against the temperature of 40.5 degrees and the lower 
than expected uptake of distributed residential and commercial solar PV.

 • The Tennant Creek power system’s actual maximum system demand was below the 
POE90 forecast (forecast 8.3 per cent higher than actual). The high forecast was due to an 
assumption that high consumer demand would occur at the same time as high electricity 
consumption by the NGP infrastructure, which did not occur. 
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Table 21: Comparison between forecast and actual maximum system demand for 2018-19

2018-19 forecast (MW) 2018-19 
actual (MW) Actual timestamp

Actual dry-bulb 
temperature (ºC)POE90 POE50 POE10

Darwin-Katherine 288.0 295.6 305.5 287.0 7/12/2018 16:30 33.6

Alice Springs 49.9 51.7 54.2 52.9 25/01/2019 15:00 40.5

Tennant Creek 7.45 7.76 8.16 7.17 31/01/2019 15:00 41.3

Minimum system demand
Table 22 compares actual and forecast minimum system demand in 2018-19. The actual minima 
in the Alice Springs and Tennant Creek power systems occurred in the shoulder season, and the 
Darwin-Katherine power system’s minimum occurred during the dry season:

 • The actual minimum system demand for the Darwin-Katherine power system was 
between POE50 and POE10 levels (2.1 per cent below the POE10). The forecast aligned 
reasonably well.  

 • Actual minimum system demands in the Alice Springs and Tennant Creek power systems 
were higher than the POE10 forecasts, indicating a likely degree of underestimation in the 
forecasts. The POE50 forecast for the Alice Springs power system was 7.6 per cent lower 
than the actual and the Tennant Creek power system’s POE50 forecast was 14.7 per cent 
lower than the actual. No unusual weather conditions were identified. Reflecting this 
outcome, this year’s forecasts in the Alice Springs and Tennant Creek power systems start at 
higher levels. 

Data quality issues play a bigger role when forecasting minimum system demand than for 
maximum system demand, because network outages can reduce minima by shedding load yet do 
not drive seasonal maxima. AEMO has made every effort to ensure the quality of the data used 
through information provided from participants.

Table 22: Comparison between actual and forecast minimum system demand for 2018-19

2018-19 forecast (MW) 2018-19 
actual (MW) Actual timestamp

Actual dry-bulb 
temperature (ºC)POE90 POE50 POE10

Darwin-Katherine 89.2 92.0 94.5 94.0 27/06/2019 3:00 17.7

Alice Springs 9.6 10.2 10.9 11.0 5/05/2019 12:00 19.3

Tennant Creek 1.17 1.30 1.42 1.52 17/09/2019 2:00 17.9
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E| Glossary

ABS Australian Bureau of Statistics

AEMO Australian Energy Market Operator

AGP Amadeus Gas Pipeline

base base scenario, business as usual

BOM Bureau of Meteorology

BSPS Eni’s Batchelor solar power station

CIPS Territory Generation’s Channel Island power station

Eni Eni Australia Limited

GSP gross state product

GWh Gigawatt hour, 1GW = 1 billion watts

KPS Territory Generation’s Katherine power station

KSPS Eni’s Katherine solar power station

kV Kilovolt, 1 kV = 1 thousand volts

kW kilowatt, 1 kW = 1 thousand watts

MSPS Eni’s Manton solar power station

MW megawatt, 1MW = 1 million watts

NEM National Electricity Market

NGP Jemena’s Northern Gas Pipeline

LNG liquefied natural gas 

OSPS Territory Generation’s Owen Springs power station

N-X Planning criteria allowing for full supply to be maintained to an area supplied 
by the installed capacity of N independent supply sources, with X number of 
those sources out of service (with X usually being the units with the largest 
installed capcity)

PCPS EDL NGD (NT) Pty Ltd’s Pine Creek power station

POE point of exceedance

PSR Power System Review

PWC Power and Water Corporation is a government owned corporation 
established in accordance with the Government Owned Corporations 
Act 1993. PWC currently has licenses to operate the network and perform 
system control operations. It also holds retail and generation licences in 
respect to supplying remote and indigenous communities

PV photovoltaic

Regulated systems Northern Territory power systems that are subject to economic regulation 
and include Darwin-Katherine, Tennant Creek and the Alice Springs power 
systems
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RE50% A scenario that targets demand coupled to a generation portfolio that has 
the resource potential to produce 50 per cent of energy from renewable 
sources by 2030 (photovoltaics connected to both the distribution and 
transmission network)

RGPS Territory Generation’s Ron Goodin power station

RoCoF rate of change of frequency

SAM System Advisor Model

SAT single axis tracking

SBPS LMS Energy Pty Ltd’s Shoal Bay power station

TCPS Territory Generation’s Tennant Creek power station

USE unserved energy

WPS Territory Generation’s Weddell power station
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